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SOC/Shuttle Interaction Extenlion Study 
Service Functionl Definitions 
Definition 
Extract/reposition payload out of cargo bay, extend/ 
retract appendages. Ule a qualifier for further 
clarification. 
Examine, monitor, touch, gather data, investigate, 
look into. 
Stabilize, orient, transfer .. transport, trim. 
lerth, dock, grapple, capture, recover, proximity 
operations. U.e a qualifier for further clarification. 
Remove/replace inoperative parta, restore damaged are •• , 
unscheduled ("I' corrective maintenanc~. 
Clean, preserve, adju.t, calibrate, align. scheduled or 
preventive maintenance. 
Falten/unf.sten, tether, latch/unlatch, activate/ 
deactivate, abield/cover, secure, protect. 
Diagnose/isolate, alse.a/analyze, lelf-check, verify, 
activate/deactivate. 
Fuel/refuel, replenish consumable. (fluids, batteries). 
Software change. hardware functional change, reliability 
change. 
Extend/retract, open/close, latch/unlatch (remotely 
or _nually). 
Return to SOC. return to earth. 
Separation of tvo spacecrafts froa each other, relca,e, 
disconnect, detach. 
Joining of two apacecrafts by ReS. 
Joining of tva Ipacecrafts by manipUlator. 
Joining/unjoining of two m.tching interface., c~nnect/ 
diflconnect. 
Store, reserve, set •• ide. 
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SCEIIA1tIO: arv GroUlld Senicing 
ACTIVIT'f: 11.0 U,..t_ otV 
DESCRIPTION: Upon landing of the orbiter aDd ita trallllportation to the 
Orbiter Proce •• ing Facility, it. OTV cargo viii be unstovad 
frOID the payload bay and loaded onto an otV tr .... porter. 
SUPPORT EQUIPII!NT: 
(1) Crane for lifting OTV frOID orbiter. 
(2) otV tr .... porter. 
CREW INVOLVEH!!It: Rone • 
soc PROVISIONS: None • 
OTV PROVISIONS: Fit,ing. to interface vith crane. 
ORBITER PROVISIONS: Rone • 
.- .~_. ":r :".r": to'; O~\at\ .. t 1 .. , - _. rr. 
Of POOR QU;~L t 
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brUnt? ..... -II! 
on GroWld S ... Yicing 




With the orbiter in the Orbiter Proce.sing F.cility (OPF), manually attach 
crane fittings (4) next to longeron trunnions. Release longeron deployable 
fitting. on the orbiter. Crane lifts OTV out of payload bay, separating the 
electrical umbilical connection, and lovers the OTV into the OTV tran.porter 
where the longeron trunnions are rec~ptured. 
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SC!RARlO: 0T9' Ground Servicins 
ACtIyItl: 12.0 Traoaport 0T9' to OTV Proc&.sioS F~cility 
DESCRIPTION: Within it. tranlporter, the OTV i8 moved to the OTV 
Process ins Facility where it i8 unloaded and installed 
00 the 0T9' S40rvica Future for the atart of •• rvicioS 
aad rtp.i~ oF~r.tioD •• 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 
(1) Crane for 1iftios OTV from transporter to Service 
Future. 
(2) OTV Transporter. 
(3) OTV Service Future. 
CREW INVOLVEMENT: None. 
soc PROVISIONS: None • 
OTV PROVISIONS: Ioterface compatibility with the service future. 








OTV Ground Servicing 











OTV PROCESSING FACILITY 
on i.traDsported in the OTV transporter to the PT,e.sing Facility. 
A crane (equivalent to 11.0) transfers the on to the service fixture. 
Umbilical inteTfacea aTe Dot connected. 
Op.fGlr~ ... "',: .. r.-:.~ __ :-~ ~.J 
OF poeR QU'\ .. iW 
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SCENARIO: OTV Ground Servicing 
ACTIVITY: 13.0' In9pect on 
14.0 Hate C/O GSE 
DESCRIPTION: A complete external inspection of the OTV is the first 
lervicini activit] the OTV will urAergo after in.tallation 
iDto the service fixture. Subf!equently, a :;SE checkout 
umbilical will be manually mate4 to tbe OTV for further 
•• rvicing operations. 
SuPPORT EQUIPMENT: 
(1) Service Fixture 
(2) GSE Umbilical 
CRElI IHVOL1IEMENT: None. 
SOC PIWVlSIOHS: None. 
OTV PROVISIONS: Interface compatible with GSE. 
ORl!ITER PIWVISIONS: None. 
8-6 
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OTV SERVICE FIXTURE 
AlTAOKNT' 
PAGE I 
All acce.,ible external area. are i".pected .. nuell, for evidenoo 
of damage/war. 
1~.0 Kate OTV Wi~h cSt 
UabilicaL interface. are mod. b, CODD&~tor 4xtenaion. duplicating 
the in-,pace .ervicing b, SOC. 
Cgnnection. Ate vilually .onitored to verify alignaent aDd 
attachment. 
Additional .anual connection ... y be made to individual LID'. aDd 
auba •• elDblies if required. 
I 
'-.. 
Zit s5$.S 2.1 D.$( .i.e. :s. a Qt¥ 
.!le., ;p,aa" I u A4'4 
.C.44'S 
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FllfCTIIJI on Cro ..... SeniciBl ATTN:IKH1' 





Th. OTV Service Fiat ....... ot duplicato the umbilical ,~nnectiouQ to bo 
... ed in opace (SOC) to verify the alignmont ao4 attachalnt tunction. 
(pull-in. QD l •• taae. etc.). 
.-11 
A,( 2 Lee 
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SCEIIA1lIO. on eround Servi<:ing 
ACTIVITY: 15.0 T •• t on (F.ult Isolation) 
DESCRIPTION: A caapl.te .,.Ite ... tut wi11 De conducted to checkout 
the operations ~f all .y.teme. lubsYlte .. and LlU' •• 
The eSE telt equipment will interface the on through 
the umbilical on the lenice Itructure. 
SUPPORT EQUIPKEK!: 
(1) Functional Telt Station. 
(2) on Service Fixture. 
(3) e5E Umbilical. 
CREII IlIVOLVEMElI'l': None. 
soc PROVISIONS: Nonc. 
on PROVISIONS: Interface compatible with eSE. 






on Grounol ServicinS 
15.0 teat orr (Fault Iaolation) 
co.puterized teat 
Selected Hoth04 
O"lG"'I''',' ! ... ", .. ~ : L r~ ........ . 
..., ........ , ,- ".~ 
OF pOO .. "".;~ .. " • 
~ . . 
OTV SERVICE FIXTURE 
ATTAatefT 
Pta: I 
Comple"_ f~ctional tests of the OTV system operations would be made 
through the electrical umbilical and any other manual connection. to 
verify correctness of operation. Identification would be made of f.lllu 
iD .,..telll, LRU, and lub.aMlably operations. 
te.t. vollld be pre-programmed with man ... l program Icce •• ion capability 
to ioolate faulta,to tbe loweat level. 
A •• 
1 
-,.--_._.- .. -.- .... 
$CIR.RIOs orv GroUD4 Servicing 
ACttVITrs 16.0 P.rfora Scheduled Repair 
DlSCRIPTIOK: Only tho •• L5U'. which were .chedu1ed for rep1ace .. nt 
an "_d frOll the 0'lV an<! "'''' lIIliu tucalled. 
SUPPORT EQ!1IPM!lIT: 
(1) L5U Storage. 
(2) Hanual tool. for .... mbly/di .... embly. 
CREW INVOLVEI!ElIT: lIODe. 
soc PROViSIOKS: IIoDe. 
orv PROVISIONS: BODe. 




I ~IU'I OTV Grouad ServiciDg IU 16.0 Perform Schodu1e~ Repair 
... _ •• 1 PAGE 
Sl&£CT Selected Kothod 
........ 
~~ I -[l . ~




I' .~~ : jCJ lJrr-
'i; LRU'S 
Scheduled Re..,val of Time Limited LRO'. 
Scheduled LRO'. are manually disengaged. removed, and transferred to 
.tor.ge. 
ReElacement of Ti ... Limited LRO'. 
He., LRU'. are withdrawn from new storage and manually installed and 
engaged into their alsembly locationl • 
...• 1~:.(',7::; 
ORIGI" ... - • "~-' . 
OF POOR QUA~\ rY 
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SCEIiAIIOa on G~CKUIII Servicinl 
ACTIVITY: 17.0 Pedora Unacbedultd "pair 
DESCRIPTION a All .ub.y.t .... LRU· •• etructural area ••• tc •• tbet v.re 
identifiad in Ac:tivitie. 13.0 aDd 15.0 a. faulty or 
...... d ar. repaired aDd te.ted at tbe component It.-1 
to .. rify .ati.factory pe~form&Dc:e. 
SUPPORT I!QUIPM!lIT: 
(1) CouIponent. LRU Storage. 
(2) Mallua1 Tooh. 
CREW IIIVOLVI!MENT: Hone. 
soc PROVISIONS: NODe. 
on PROVISIONS a None. 
ORBITER PROVISIONS: NODe. 
8-13 
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Provide repair/replacement of atructurs, attached itea., component., etc. 
With active component replacement (connector, valve, etc.) manually check 
functional operation after replacement (conductivity, open/clo •• activate, 
etc.). 
;, 
SClNAllIOI on GroUDd 58rvicil18 
ACTIVIT!: 19.0 Cbec:lu>ut on 
DESCRIPTION: Functioaa1 teata will be conducted to verify .yct .. 
raadiDe •• at the OTV Proce.sing Facility. 
SUPPOIlT EQUIPMENT: 
(1) Functional Telt Station. 
(2) OTV Service Fixture. 
(3) GS! Umbilical. 
C\IEW INVOLVEMENT: Neme. 
soc PROVISIONS: None. 
on PROVISIONS: Interface compatible with GS!. 
ORBITER PROVISIONS: Heme. 
B-15 
AI.IIVIIT nATA 
~I(J4 OTV Czcn",d Seniciag A. T 19.0 Cbeckout OTV 
::: 
... T .. t PAGE 
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OTV SERVICE FIXTURE 
Complete functional te.t. of the OTV .y.tea operations - .... aa 15.0. 
, 
Ot:'H3~\'·.~ ,;. ~.c:. .J 
OF POOR C':'f' ., ,Y 
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SC!HARIO: OTV GrouDd Servicing 
ActIVITY. 21.0 Verify OTV Integration With Orbiter (CItE) 
DESCRIPTIOB: The OTV auat be removad from the .. rvice fizture aDd 
loaded onto a transporter. It is then carried to tbe 
Vertical Proce •• ing Facility where it is remaved from 
tbe canniater and iestalled into Cargo Integration Teat 
Equipmant (CITE) to verify its compatibility witb the 
orbiter payloed bay. 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 
(1) Crane at OTV Froce •• ing Facility & Vertical Proces.ing 
Facility. 
(2) OTV Tran.porter. 
(3) CItE. 
CREW INVOLVEMENT: Hone. 
SOC PROVISIONS: \IIone. 
OTV PROVISIONS: Compatibility witb CITE. 





on Ground Serviciaa 





. ......... ". 
21.1 Traolport to Vertical Procelling Facility 
Manually attach crane fittirgl (4) oest to loogeroo trunnions. 
Cr .... lifts on out of 8ervice future aod ioto the payload 
cannister. P.yload caouiater ia transported with OTV to 
Vertical Procelling Facility. 
ORIGlN~l r-.;G~ IS 









otV Ground Servicins 






21.2 OTV i. removed from payload cannister and installrd int~ cargo 
integration teot equipment (CITE). (Payload bay mock...p). 
21.3 All otV/orbiter interface. are checked for correctne ••• 
-, ~ .. ~ .. , .. , s 
ORIGINAl. PAGE is 
OF POOR QUALITV 
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RETURN OTV SAFEOTV DOCKOTV TO SOC TO SOC 
6.0 7.0 .. - B.O -.-
MATE SAFE & TEST C/O INSPECT 
-
OTV UMBILICAL OTV 
11.0 1~.0 .-.. - 13.0 --.. -
RESUPPLY CHECKOUT CONSUM-MAINTAIN OTV OTV ABLES 
- -
__ 0p0r0II0nt/1nIopIon& 41 .... RClckweli 











































1.0 .. tum OTV t .. SOC 
Upon the coaplnion of a milOion. a .pa.,.-baHd OTV 
rat .. m. to ita ba ... the SOC for refllrbiat-nt. nf ... lina 
..... Mtina to another payload •• a prelude to tlla narc 
of _t:'r .. !alion. 
SlIPPORT EgUIPMEIIT: 
Control and Honitnr Station. 
CREW INVOL VEMEIIT: 
SOC PIcOVISIONS: 
OTV PROVISION3: 
IVA crewmen to operate the control ..... monitor .tation. 
OTV control and mcnitor at.tioD. 
Communicat.ona and data link with SOC and IrOllDd control 
at.tion. 
ORBITER PROVISIONS: None. 
, 
,"0$12$: J,; seq Jt , £2, J Q*:C:' (,ws;a Q$ @A. £ j APAP_c;:u;:: $ Ei4 4* a s.s e, ( 
N...UVIIT 
on/soc Se .... ici ... ATTAOKHr I 
PAGEl i A:I,...,. 
1.0 .. tun on to SOC 
..... ..,,... Selected Hothod 
ORIGlfolAl PAC~ l:i 







e socQWr . -
Fol10wina the tranaport and relea •• of the payload to ita CEO orbit, the 
on vill be returned to th. SOC orbit by a pra-prolr--..d achedule with 
update aDd correction. tran .. itted fro. around-b •• ed or .p.ce-ba .. d control 
atation. not nac •••• rily involving SOC control. 
o M.I. thruater turned on to approach SOC orbit on a Doo-colliaion 
cour ••• 
o M.I. thruatar turned off at a pre-determinad .. leeity. 
o OTV rotated for retrugrade thrult. 
o M.I. thruatar turned oc to atop OTV at SOC orbit in proxiaity 
to SOC. 
o Hai~ enaine Ihutoff. 
S i A , 
•• ; 9': : 4ii4C •. ~,.;q., t ;,' m ,-, .q'¥!'#!'.---fL t 
.. $"- "*" -... .., ~. l, ¥";"" ; $ 
r-____________________ ~~INGALllvIIT ~TA 
orv/soc Serwicln& ATTAOKHT I 
1.0 "tUrD orv to SOC 
PAlE 1 
If soc ia cODU",red to all'" ,,<>atrol, lIOaitodal, .... eonectioa of 
tbe <'rbit traDlfer of orv payload by tbe OTV, it v""ld alao ba praetical 
for SOC to eoatrol tbe retUtD orbit trmater of tbe orv. 
Hore likely tbe tranlferl vill ba around coat rolled directly or throuah' 
.. tellite relay Itationa. 
"tUrD traalfer would be to aa orbit cODliltaat with tbe SOC orbit at 
a location pollibly 5 Co 20 n.mi froo tbe SOC in a direction fro. whicb 
Cbe SOC eould _incain control Oftr Cbe lulIHquanC clOIUta cr&natar. 
AD IVA _aaed SOC conCrol conaole Itation with anCenna eoncrol and data 
tranlfer il requitad for cbi., ADd lub .. queat acci"iti ... 
L-____________________________________________ __ 
1-71 
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SCIIWlIOz O'N/~ Senicilll 
ACTIVtTtz 2.0 Safe O'N 
DISCJ.IPTtOII: ¥bib the on is parlrAd iD the prod.ity of tbll ~ UPOD 
retum fro. a .18alOD, it b Idad for lubHq ... Dt dockilll 
to the~. SafiDI oparati,"," an cODtroUad aut_tlcal1y 




Cootrol aDd MoDitor Station. 
IVA cra~D to cODtrol I.fina oparationa. 
O'N control aDd aODitor ItatioD. 
C-Uic, ,:""", aDd data link with ~ aDd 11' .... 114 cODtrol 
.tatio ~. 








2.0 Safe on 
SIJC Control 
$elected Kethod 
ORIGINAL P:':;:::: :S 




Following the return of the on to a relatively .table location in the 
SIJC orbit, the SOC will a.1\IIII£ tranemiuion control of the OTV. 
o ACPS turned on to verify reaction control function capability. 
o OTV main propulsion system .afed. 
Shut off main engine isolation valves and verify. 









2.0 Safe OTV 
.-'- .---.~-----c 
![l1'«] ILl! VI If OOA 
I 
PAGE I 
Kain propulaioD .yete. wauld he aafed prior to cloaure traufer to prewnt 
&Dy UD&Utborbed main engiDe thruat during the approach to SOC. 
The main propulsion ayatea would not be aafed until ACPS control 18 eata-
bli.hed on the contingency that failure to .. aume ACPS control may require 
.. in eDgine operation to ao". the O'IV away froa the SOC orbit to prevent 
coll18ion. 
Horael eafing of maiD eDgine taou liQuld not be performed here iD oreler to 
.. intaiD and CODaerft expendablea. Contingency dump and purge activity by 
reaote SOC control would be available if status feedback incIicated a 
dangerou. coaditioD. 
8-26 
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SC!KARIo: arv/SOC Seniciq 
ACTIVIT!: 3.0 Dock arv to SOC 
4.0 Safa on 
DlSCIlIPTIOR: TIle clockinS operation nquiru pulaing of the ACPS to 
affact a bard dock of the on to the .. niea fixtun 
of the soc I'liSht Support Facility. Upon ""rificatioQ 
of dockinS. the arv ACPS ..at be a&fed prior to the 
initiation of any othar on related activity. 
SUPPORT EgUIPMENt: 
(1) Control and Monitor Station. 




IVA cr_n to control dOckins and e&fing o!"'rationa. 
(1) arv control and monitor atation. 
(2) Dockins port on Fsr. 
(3) lnatru.eotation for docking verification. 
(1) Communicationa link with SOC and around control 
etation. 
(2) Docking port. 
OlBITER PROVISIONS: None. 
8-27 
OTV/SOC Servicina ATTAOt£Hr 
3.0 Dock OTV to SOC , 4.0 SAFII OVT 




OTV ia under tranami.aion control by SOC. 
o ACPS turned on to approach SOC on a non-colliaiou courae. 
o ACPS turned off at a pre-determined velocity. 
o ACPS turned on to atop OTV at cloae pr~imity to SOC (200m). 
o ACPS operated in conjunction with a dock monitoring .Yltem to 
maneuver OTV and effect a hard dock to the dockina port at tho 
outer end of the lervice fixture. 
o ACPS turned off and lafed. 
8-28 
ORIGINAL PA.'?:'; !~ 
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SCElWUO: on/soc Servicing 
ACTIVIT1': 5.0 Maneuwr on to l'SF 
D~SCIlIPTION: Onu docked to tbe FSF. the on _t be tr .... ported to the 




(2) Grapple Fix~ure 




IVA cre~n to control on tranefer operations to the 
FSF aUe. 
(1) Manipulator on FSr. 
(2) PIDA interfaceo (2) on tranelation rail. 
(1) Grapple Fixture 
(2) PIDA Interface. (2) 
ORBITER PROVISIONS: None. 
8-29 
OTV/SIJC SemciDg ATTACIT£HI' 
S.O KaDuenr OTV to 'SF 
MDbila Servicin MaDipulator S tea PAGE 
Selected. IIIthod 
.. +~ 
OTV is docked and safed in activities 3.0 and 4.0. 
(1) SF manipulator arm (either aide) attaches its end effector to 
a grapple fixture (TBD) on a aide normal to the OTV PIDA 
interfaces. 
(2) SF dockiog port latches are relessed. 
(3) OTV is backed off -t. translated +X and +Z. and docked -x 
onto the SF carrier support PIDA docking interfaces. 
(4) Maaipulator arm relea.es grapple fixture. 




SCENARIO: OTV/SOC Servicing 
ACTIVITY: 6.0 Kate UDbilicala 
DESCRIPTION: Once the OTV is bertbed to tbe .idea of the FSF. cbeckout 
and aervicing umbilicals are deployed &lid connect to the 
OTV. Se~ral umbilicals are required aa deacribed ou 
the attached .ketchea. 
SlIP1'ORT EQUIPII!NT: 
u.bilical Syatems (4) 
ClEW INVOLVEMENT: 
IVA crewman to connect umbilicala remotely. 
soc PROVISIONS: 
umbilicale Systems (4). 
OTV PMVISIONS: 
Umbilical Interface •• 
ORBITER PROVISIOIIS: \lone. 




~KYILlNb AtTIVI1Y..wA , 
I FlICTICft OTV/5OC Sarvicinl Al'TACIfEHT I~ 6.0 Kate OTV u.bilical. I /£'TlD) Sarvica rixture Oabilical PAGE 
StJU:cr· Saace.cl !Iothod 
~ --p I ~ +z, -- -I TRA~m • 
~- • 0/1 I ~. - - - --- - - ..... MODULl 
. 
. 
(1) Service fixture caZ'Tier positions OTV to checkout atatioD. 
(2) Checkout umbilicals are extended from the •• tvice fixture and umbilicals 
are insertecl to mat. connection with OTV • 
.. r-'" r'" uRiGl~JAl P,....:..:. ;:) 
Of POOR QUALIi'f' 
11-32 
'7 'aT 
{IUI'«l ALIIVIIT MTA 
FlNCTla. on /stJe ServiciDa 
Il9I 6.0 Hate on Umbilicalo 
~ Service Future lIIIbilicals 
on Requirement. 
r--S.3~ 














ORIGINAL p;'GE IS 




on requires four umbilical connections. Figure shows connections looking 
dOVll through the on into the service future. Conaectiona are on the 
far side of the on. 
11 Electrical Connections - 3 Connectors 
- digital control & monitoring 
.- hardwired C&M backup 
- power 
IZ LBZ Connectiona - Quick Disconnect 
- Fill & drain 2 in. line 
- Purge 1 in. line 
13 LOX Connections - Quick Disconnect 
- Fill & drain Z in. line 
- Purge 1 in. line 
14 GN2 Fill & Drain 1 ine line 
ACPS Fill & Drain 1 in. line 
ACPS Purge 1 in. line 




".'lIplII' ___ r____ ._IIIIIPIliPIaiI.",.SII'.IIStl".ElMsiIIS?IIlI'.· iii' iii' __ .. '.slIl'.'iIIIIi·III'lIIIi.'II'II'.tlli·.'I1111 • ...,......V'7iitte .. csls 
s:JMClf'Xi ~IVIlY MTA 
FltICTlat OTV/SOC Servicing ATTIIOKHT I 1l1'J1 6.0 Kate OTV Umbilical. I I'£THD PAGE 
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F5F+ t OTV . 
j ~ E).Tkll~OO ~I.OI'I SOc. 
Four umbilical sets on the service fixture between the PIDA rails and the 
FSF corner. 
The LBZ umbilical in the storage deck area, t~~ LOX umbilical and the GNZ 
ACPS and He umbilicals in the tankage area are fixed in location to mate 
with the OTV at the servicing station. They extend from inside the FSF 
approzimately 1 meter to engage the OTV. 
The fluid umbilicals are serviced by flexible hozes. The FSF contatna 
distribution/manifolding linea with ~alving and pumps to th~ stowage tanka. 
OR!Cll~,4'. P;.~·:: i:i 
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FlJ'«:TllJC 
ITEM 
rrrv /SOC Serviciq 
6.0 Mate OTV ~ilical. 
Sarvic:e Puture UlObilicala 
soc .. qui ..... nt. 
ORIGltlP.L P;::'SS 15 






All SP uabilical1 are with power pull-in after iDitial alignment aDd c:ontact. 
Th~ fluid ulObilicI1I are ItatioDarJ to mate with the OTV only at the check-
out .t.tion. 
The electrical umbilical i. on & aving arm located between tbe PInA rails 
and the service fixture corner. The.~ i. on • track, uaing the outer 
flange of the PlDA rail as .hOVD. Normal Itowage of the ana 10 dovn a,ainac 
the FSF parallel to the trackl. 
The umbilical hal four degree. of freedom: 
(1) Lin.ar tracking along the FSF. 
(2) Sving rotation about the X-azi. to engage the lower lurface 
of the rrrv • 
(3) 900 rotation at the ba ... about the Y-axil to follow the OTV 
in later aaneuverG. 




SCERA.IUO. on/SOC SeRicin! 
ACTIVITY: 7.0 Saf ..... ltulpeet on 
DlSCIlIPTIOII: The on _t be adecl aDd itulppctd prior to tbe initiation 
of _y repair aetiviti.a. Tau eataila c:hec:lr.out of ayatea 
I11III a .. ea.-at of d ..... ge •• if _Y. safiaB tbe iadividual 
ayat_. aD4 itulpeetiag the iaterior aDd exterior of the 
on. 
SUPPORT EQUIPI!E!!T: 
(1) lion-propulsive purge .ystem. 
(2) Storage .Yltem for on expendablea. 
(3) Haaipulatora (2) with CCTV e&mer ••• 
(I,) CCTV It:>aitora. 
(5) M&aDed lemate Workiag Statioa (opea cherry piet-r). 
(6) Kaaaecl Kaaeuveriag Uait (Milt!). 
CREW IIIVOL VEHEIIT: 
soc PROVISIONS: 
on PROVISIONS: 
(1) IVA ere ........ to operate FSF controls. 
(2) IVA cre_ to 'II&Il OCP or HMII. 
(1) Noa-propulsive purge syotem. 
(2) third storage containers and a..oeiated fluid .ystems. 
(3) Kaaipulator. with ccn cameras. 
(4) CCTV _ai.c.rs. 
(5) Storage for OCP ."d 100.1. 
(1) Acceaaibility design for ialpection purpo ..... 
(2) Automatic syatea checkout capability. 
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RfCTICft OTV/5OC Servicing ATTAOf£NT' I 11'91 7.0 Saf. eod Checkout of OT\' 
. I I£1l«I) SOC COntrol of Servicea PAGE 
SULECT Se leeted llethod 
ORlGlt!Al r.~·:;: f;j 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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~ 
With uabilical. connected, SOC .aaume. direct control of tile OTV. on 
re.aiu. at C/O Itation. 
(1) Preliminary verificlltioD of connec.tion cootrol eod atatus 
feedback functionl. 
(2) Shutdown anteuna control an4 data transfer. 
(3) Shutdovo on power ayate,.. 
(4) Extend ""pulaioo jet arm frca len'ice fixture. 
(5) Transfer Expendable I to SOC .torage tanka purge and ""nt on 
t .. nk£ge Syl teu. 
Ca) Hain Eogine. 
Purse main engine UI ing He 
Purge LHZ tank and linel uling He 
Purge LOZ tank and line s ua ing He or HZ 
Vent He tank aDd line. 
11-37 
FUCTIOC OTV/SOC SerwiciGi 
7.0 Saf. allll CIMIclr.out of OTV 
SOC Conuol 01 Sanic .. 
Salecte4 Noth04 (Collt'4) 
(11) "CPS 
... rae HZ aM HIIII tank. "alGi lie 
... rae thNlteu and lin ..... 1111 lie 
(c) Ilectric Pov.r SYlte. 
Vent HZ and 0z tankl 
"lit H20 tank 
(6) Retract exp"lllon Jet ara. 
Retract fl"i4 uabllicall. 
(7) Plrfo .. I .... ctlonal checko"t 011 OTV r""ct 10111 vltll pn-prolra_4 
telt .. ftvan, throullI electrical uabilical. 
11-38 
arv /stIC Senid", 
7.0 Saf. arv 
SOC Coatrol of SerVice. 
btiDaal. 
"'-I tva!" 1l6.T4 
ATTIOfEHI' 
PAGEl 
SafiDI i. pe~fo.... iD •• quOD" of vo~ot failuT. coDditi~D .iDee tbe arv 
b '_nn", aDd all control. are ...-GU in tbe stIC. 
(1) bolat ... in .",ine operation (perfo .... in Functi"n 2). 
(2) loolat. ACPS ope Tat ion ('unction 3). 
(3) .". •• arv power IYltea. 
(4) Tn ... fn expeDdableo. 
(5) ';at .. c. Wlnt .. In .",lne IJ.t ••• 
(6) fIIr .. aDd ... nt ACPS "YIU •• 
(7) V.nt .l.ctTlcal IJot ... 












An expulaion system for purge and ""at of on expendables tanks: 
Figure 1: 
Figure 2: 
AD eKpulsion arm. extendable froID the service fixture to traumit 
overboard gas .. a away from the SOC to .inimize or prevent con-
tamination. 
A non-reactive jet to minimize or prevent reaction foree. againat 
the SOC asseably. OutboarJ end. of free-flo~ting Shuttle absorb 
.11 reaction force. such that the output orifices meter the flow 











ORIGINAL 1'i',(;E IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
/- --'_,.-UMiT ARfA 
, 
Inspec:tion and c:ontrol at SOC c:ontrol tenter by c:loaed-c:irc:uit telescopic: 
TV. 
Inspec:tion program inc:ludes limit values to restric:t the aanipulator and/or 
c:amera to the area 1 meter outside the OTV. 
ccrv c:hangeout is re~uired to shift from +X manipulator to -x manipulator. 




on ltoe Seniciq 
7.0 Iupect on 




on r .... io. at checkout .tatioo. Electrical umbilical re ... ia. cOQQected. 
loapectioo i. performed by EVA 00 a cherry picker. 
Acce •• to all of the foreword (+X) area. of the OTV ia by tha .ervice 
fixture maoipulator tr.ckiol alool it. c.rrier aver the l.olth of the OTV. 
Acce •• to the reverie (-X) .re .. is by the aervice fixture ... oipul.tor on 
the oppo.ita aide tr.ctiQl .1001 it. own c.rrier. 





7.0 In.poct OTV 
II1II 
AltarDative Method 12 
ORIGINAL F r.G'O I:; 
OF POOR QUALITY 
ATTAOKHT 
PAGE I 
S ... a. Alteruative Method 11, ezcept that the FSF aanipulator .Jatea i. 
DOt requireel. 
Inapoction i. further ezteneleel to areas that may be inacce.aible to tbe 
cherry picker .uch a. betv.en the body anel the ... in angine COne. 
1-43 
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C1N IS«. Servl.cing 
8.0 Teat OTT 
DESCRIPTION: A complete te.t of ehe OTV will be coaduct.. to ...... 
ite .t.tue and he.lth .... for scheduling of correcti ... 









ORBITER PROVISIONS: None. 
. 
',?' ttn "S t· • In.etA"; 
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orv/soc Servicing 
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The test umbilical provides data monitoring and operational control signals 
for teat of on-board on monitoring. 
Teat and cbeckout can be pre-programmed, and manual selection by SOC test 
operator. 





SCERAlUO. rrrv /9IJC Servicin& 
ACTIVITY. 9.0 Perfom Scbedule4 IIepair 
DBSCRIPTION: P ... chedu1ed preventive maintenanca and repair will be 
performed on the OTV. OTV IIIIl8t be deaignd for modular 
(LIID) rep1ace"",nt of part. and compocenU to ainimize 
the number of extraction/reinstallation operations. 




(1) LIID Storage/Retrieval Systea. 
(2) LIID Extraction/Reinstallation System. 
(3) Kanipu1ator. 
(1) LIID Storage/lletrieval Sy.tea. 
(2) LIID Extraction/Reinstallation Systea. 
(3) Manipulator. 
(1) Modular Design of Parts and Components. 
(2) Acces.ibi1ity. 






9.0 Scheduled Repair 
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ORIGINAL Pi:;;;: 13 
OF POOR QUALITY 
eonaiats of acheduled replacement of sub.yatem module •• 
Module LaU's are periferally mounted in the front of the LH2 tank at 
the forward end;over an angle accessible while the OTV is mour.ted on 
the service fixture at the PIDA interfaces. 
(1) The SF manipulator arm with a special purpose end effector is 
remotely controlled to remove and replace scheduled modules. 
(2) Modules are stored and retrieved from the SF storage deck. 
»-47 
SCENAlIO: OTV/SOC Servicing 
ACTIVITf: 10.0 Perfora Unscheduled Repair 
DBSCRIPTION: COrr.cti ....... inter -nee will be performed on d ..... ged 
aurfac •• and ... lfunctioning LRU and/or component. that 
were uncovered during in.pection and testing activitie,. 
Modular componenta will be replaced remotely in a similar 
mannar to that of Act~".ity 9.0. EVA will be required to 
repair tho •• lurfaces and. componants that &re not amenable 
to remote operations. 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 
SOC PROVI SIONS : 
on PROVI SIONS : 
(1) Space Ports. 
(2) Open Cherry Picker & l!HI1. 
(3) Manipulator. 
(1) Storage for spare p~rts. OCP and HMO. 
(2) Ka~ipulatnr. 
(1) Modular Design of parts and components. 
(2) Accessibility. 




10.0 Uuchecl,,1 •• a.pa; I 
SF Kanipu1ator/Kanned Cherro Picker ~=~--
Solecte. ItPtbod 
ORlwNr"r p.'" c- '::; 
OF POCR Q~AUTv 
ATTAOt£NT 
Replacewent of a.semblies or components not in the turnaround Ichedule 
acenario becauae of ulfunction or dlllUge_ 
Repair of components because ot: damage. 
EVA pe:rforru repair or replacement uaing the cherry picker ea an operating 
atation. 
, 
2 .24 J I £(1(1 COm! lias i : Jjj JL £laM ¥¥ sac §($i!4J2C. ( ; £¢ 2! .. 
PAGE 1 
FlfICTIC14 on/SOC Semci ... 
ITEM 10.0 Uaacbeduled Repair 
I£TlD) IIIJ ad/or Tethered EVA 
I 
Altemati-ve l!ethacl 
EVA performs repair or replacement using OTV handholds for atahility. 
Tethered EVA, although more difficult to provide transport to a repair aite, 
is assumed to have greateT accessibility to remote and coBfioed area •• 
ass X., 
PJ. 3 L. 4 JJ2~ _ ali.; .KJ(.4. !£( 2_ ,.c.1 
SCERARIO: OTV/SOC Servicing 
ACTIVI'l'f: 11.0 Kaintain OTV 
DESCIlIPTIOII: If tbe OTV u to avait it. aext aiaaion after being 
.erviced, it aust be uiDtaioed in • state of readiness. 
Syate.. that vill maintain tbe OTV vill be activated and 
ita health Itatul viII be monitored periodically. 
ReapoDle to any and all ccntingenciel ~ill also be part 
of thia activity. 
SUPPORT EQt!IPHE!!T: Electrical Umbilical. 
soc PROVISIONS: ElectricAl Umbilical. 
OTV PROVISIOIIS: Interface for Electrical umbilical. 
ORBITER PROVISIOIIS: !lone. 
.J 44..-
--
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I f1N /SDC Servicing 
11.0 Kaineain f1N , Ho~ieor 




ORIGINAL Pi.G2 ~S 
OF POOR C:J;,;·;TY 
(1) OTV remai ... ae checkout leation with electric Ulllbilical cocnected. 
(2) SOC control station svitcbel to m£intenance software for continuoul 
IIDDitoriug of temperatut'eli, pres.urea, etc., and periodic control teat 
functions. 
(3) KaDual override permits teat and checkout function. to be reinstated 
for cODtingen~y. 
(4) For long term maintenance du.ing which. second OTV ia to be serviced, 
the manipulator may relocate OTV to an alternate seat ion on the 
opposite side of the FSF where a lingle maintenance electrical 
umbilical i. provided. Alternate umbilical need not be a swing arm. 
SCEllARIO: OTV/SOC SorviciDS 
ACTIVITY: 12.0 Checkout on 
13.0 Re.upply Coneummable. 
ORIGINAL PM" IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DBSClllPTION: ODce a payload ia made reaely for a .. i .. iOD aDei it h to be 
... teel to tM OTV. the on' will 1M! fully CMclteel-out and re-
.upplied with cOD.ummable.. The activity require. tM 
.ctivatioD of an automatic cbackout sequence &Dei refueling 
through tM umbilical. Sufficient non-cryogenic COOlumD-
abl •• vill be Itoreel .on tbe SOC to refuel tM OTV. Cryo-
genic cona .... bl .. will be ,upplied from tankage 0!1 board 




(2) Umbilical S1.t ... 
(3) ~ummabl.1 
(1) ACE 
(2) Umbilical System 
(3) Conluaaable. loci Storage Containers. 
on PROVISIONS: Compatibility vitb ACE aocl Umbilical Sy.t.~. 
ORBITER PROVISIONS: Noue. 
a-S3 
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FllCTICW OTV/SOC SerriciDI ATTAOfoEHT I ITEM 12.0 Cbeckout OTV • J3.0 Relupp1y I /£1lQ) Cou_ble. PKE. 
Sl&.ECT Se1ect.d IIethod 
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&Nz. MMH He 
OTV remain. at checkout .tation with electric umbilical connected for power. 
control .ad data. 
Test and checkout all operatins functions includins shut-off aod isolation 
valve operation •• 
Ensase aod connect all three fluid umbilical •• 
UlinS the manifold, valves, and pump ins .ystem of the FSF: 
Refill OTV tank. with lie. HI!II & GH2 
Refill OTV tank. with LOX 
Refill OTV tank. with LBl 
Retract fluid umbilical •• 
8-54 
SCE1WUOI ITN/SOC SenicinS 
ACTIVITY. Hate ITN aa4 Payload 
DBSCRIPTIOIh TIle _tins operation of tbe ITN to ita payload is dependeDt 
on tbe type of psyload. In tbis cue. a COMKSAt is the 
psyload whicb requires tbe repositioniDg of the ITN to 
provide claaraDce for aU the· COMHSAT appendage a &lid tba 
srapplins &lid eeparation of the COHHSAT from ita iDterfaee 
at the end of SH-2 aDd tranelating it to an ewntual _tins 
witb the ITN. 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 
SOC PROVISIONS. 
(1) Retractable PIDA Bead on Tranalation Rail. 
(2) Rotatable PIDA Bead on TraDalatiOD Rail. 
(3) Dabilical Compatible Witb Repolitiooed ITN. 
(4) llaDipulator. 
(1) Retractable PIDA Bead on TraDal.tioD Rail. 
(2) Rotatable PIDA Bead on Translation Rail. 
(3) umbilical Compatible Witb Repo8itioced ITN. 
(4) llaDipulator. 
ITN PROVISIONS: Adapter to accept payload. 
ORlllTER PROVISIONS: lIone. 
B-55 
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Sl&ECT Selected Method 
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(A) on i. at c~eckout station with electrical umbilical connected. 
(8) OTV translated to -Z end of service fixture. 
(e) Rear PIDA head i. unlatched and retracted. Front PIDA head i. 
rotated 900 to po.iti~n OTV crosswa,. on service fixture. 
(D) Front PIDA he'ad tranalatea OTV to -Z end of .ervice fixture. 
OR1G!rt.',- ~ - -: ' 
OF PO')H Q .. " •. ' 0 ; 
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ITEM 14.0 Kate on • Peyload 
MEnD> 
Selected llethccl (Coat 'eI) 
. /-,-----.::----j 





With front PIllA head at DO more than 1.4m from -Z end of aenice future. 
OTV may be rotated further to 1350 or 1800 with the plane of the OTV-
payload dockiDB interface clearing the outline of the aenice future. 
1lIlbilicah and aervice acce .. areaa of the OTV are indicated. 
OTV ia rotated to aD angle compatible with the payload to be docked. 
OR'G~l",,: •. C ~ 
• I.~l-,,,,". f.-;.c- " ..... Of - ""- .", 








14.0 Hate OTV • Payload 






. . __ ....... 
\~. 
--l ::;bo~~ ~:.~:~--~,;a,r---.. 
~ . - -. -. - .. . 
• i' t _0 .:.0-.,.-0. rr---
-r-':0.l-- __________ .I ° __ 
When OTV i. in position the service fixture manipulator .y.tem picks up 
the payload from the SOC and transport. it to t~z OTV location making a 
connection with the OTV docking port. 
Th. OTV continue. to be under direct UJDbilical control from tbe SOC concrol 
Itation f~r interface verification aDd payload checkout. 
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rrrv /SOC servicing 
14.0 Hate rrrv , Payload 
soc Support Oper.ti ..... 
r- I'11III ~ II.!. '" • - - Ul'll!iUtAL 1W.J.-I _(ill 'I1DIL'I I Vr FWD PlD. r Ifl P'II\ 
lit ~ -- --- ... 
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ATTAOtENr 
PN& I 
arv 'TRAH~A'EI)'It) OU'T~ 
FSF UlCATION- Ul'laUII. RIUIIWC: 
I£TMC.T /'1FT PlDII-IrOTlITE 
0"7'1 'f0 z:g;.- UMBUJL .'C£IlG 
ROTATE OTV 1l) 13S -ISO DEI!r.-
UM81UCAL ~txr.. 
. ~ .. ~.--'----.~ 
:j.. .t.. ~ k I'M ~ ST_ 
0IlI~ 
(1) Swing Arm Umbilic.l (5.0. 
(2) Umbilical Track Next ta PIDA Rails (5.0) 
Once connected to the OTV, the electric umbilical Iwing arm can be free 
to follow the OTV passi',ely along the service fixture. 
In B&D .bove, the awing .rm follows the OTV in tr.nslation. 
In C&E .bove, the rotational ""'tion of the rrrv forces the aving a .... along 
ita track. 
Nominal tracking force. may be programmed into the .ving .~ carrier to 
••• iat in tracking. 
The SOC interface for control and monitoring is maintained at the OTV from 
Safe and Checkout (6.0) througb Reposition and Mating (13.0) without di.-
connect. 
B-S9 












I LAUNCH OF COMMSAT L ___ J 
G~7E-
I
I LAUNCH OF 
OTV L __ _ 
. COMM SAT -- ORBITER SERVICING 
1.0 .  2.0 3.0 4.0  
. DEPLOY 
~ COMM SAT 
'-t MANEWER 
BERTH TO MATE 
FROM COMMSAT -. HOLDING -. C/o 
PIL BAY 
FIXTURE UMBILIaL 
1.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 
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-
IN'!'EGRATED i-t DEMATEOTV COMMSAT SYSTEM UMBILICAL 
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12.0 13.0 14.0 
MANEWER ,_ BERTHOTV MATE 
f- TO HOLDING -. OTV OTV FIXTURE UMBILICAL 
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SCEIIAlUO: OOHKSAT - Orbiter Servicing • 
ACTIVIT'!: Initial Delivery 
DESCRIPTION: Tbe OOHKSAT is delivered into orbit with the necelsary ASE 
a. indicated on the next page. Svbsequently, OOHKSAT il 
deployed and checked out, the OTV il launched, deployed 
aDd checked out and fin.11y OTV and COHHSAT are mated, 
checked out and separated from the orbiter. The lequence 
of tbeae operational events aTe described on the following 
pages. 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 
(1) Control and Monitor Station 
(2) PIDA 
(3) BFA 
(4) Umbilical System 
OOHKSAT PROVISIONS: 
(1) PIDA Bead 
(2) Grapple Fixture 
(3) BPA Interface 
(4) OOHMSAT/Orbiter System Checkout Interface 
(5) Appendages With Remote Release Deploy & Latch System 
(6) Manual Override Provisions for all Mechanisms 
(7) Safing SYltem 
(S) COHMSAI/OTV Structural & Functional Interfaces 
(9) Acce.lible Component Design 




(3) Retractable Umbilical System 
(4) OTV Compatibl~ With COMHSAT 
(5) Open Cherry Picker & KHU 
(6) COMKSAT C~trol & Monitor Station 
(7) Communication & Data Link. With CO~~AT & Its Ground oec 
(8) System-Continuity Orbiter/OTV/COHSAT 
B-61 






Delivery , Initial Check 
t£TKI) FroIO Orbiter 
SUB..£CT Operation Identification 
SCENARIO: Deliver latellite (COMKSAr) to LEO, ~.~loy appendagel and 
place in o:bit. Revisit delivering OTV. assemble and activate 
for tran.fer to GEO. 
o Open Payl<ad ~oor. 
o Deploy RHS & Check Functions 
o Deplo, HPA & Check Functi~. 
8-62 
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1.0 tbru 3.0 Deploy' Berth COKKSAT 
Proa Orbiter 
Method Description 
(1) Pl'A device. ~ctivated deployiug satellite. 
(2) RHS removes •• tellite from PIDA device3. 
(3) RHS berth. satellite on BPA. 
8-63 
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COHHSAT/Orbiter Servicing 
4.0 Kate Uabilical & 5.0 Checkout 
COIlHSAT 
Fr ... Orbiter 
Method Description 
(1) RKS lock. onto umbilical. 
(2) RKS connect. umbilical to COMHSAT. 
(3) Checkout of COMHSAT function •• 
O~-d':";:~ .. -:.,. :' 
OF poer. (,j .. _ .• : 
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COHHSlT/Orbiter Setvicing FlKTltIt 
ITEM 6.0 Deploy COHHSAT Appendage. 
Fr ... Orbiter 
Method Delcriptioa 
Deploy appendages in aequence shawn. 
(1) Solar array. and radiator. deployed. 
(2) Antenna bOO1ll.l and horm ..... t extende d. 






,- . .-. ... : 
COIl!!SAT/Orbiter Servicing 
7.0 tbru 10.0 Cbec\cout & 
Ie lease CO!lKSAT 
Fr ... Orbiter 
Method Oescription 
(1) Complete cbeckout of COHMSAT systems. 
(2) Ssfe COMMSAT via RF. 
(3) PHS disconnects and stows umbilical. 
(4) RKS removes COMMSAT from HPA. 
(5) COMMSAT released t.o orbit. 
(6) Orbiter returns to eartb. 
. .... ·-1 ••. om·,;. .• ··• .. 
ATTAOt£Nr 
PAGE 
OF poe:', ',;'.': ..... 
-~------:---~-' . 
~T/Orbit.r Servicins 
11.0 tbru 13.0 Deploy' Kate OTV 
ATTAOf£HT 
Fro. Orbit.r PAGE 
am r~ Method DescriptioD ~~'----------~------------------------------~ 
Orbiter returDI to COllKSAT'. orbit. 
(1) OpeD pAyload bay door •• 
(2) Deploy RKS and check function •• 
(3) Deploy HPA and check fuactioDl. 
(4) RKS lock. on to OTV in bay. 
(5) OTV removed and translated to HPA. 
(6) RKS berths OTV to HPA. 
OR' ..... · ... ·,. h.:.i, .. tL !.-~ •• ~ 
OF Poe'" " : c '.; 




<XlIIKSATIOrbiter Servicing ATTAQf£NT' 
14.0 Kate Uabilical & 15.0 Checkout OTV ~";;:":':':'::';::':':"' ___ .L._-I 
Fro. Orbiter PAGE 
Method Delcription 
(1) RHS pick.up umbilical and connects .ame to OTV. 
(2) All OTV ststema checked out. 
ORIGiN A:" F;,c,: " ~ 
OF POOR QUJ...!X.-{ 
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OOMMSAT/OTbiteT Servicing 




(1) RKS TetTieves COMMSAT. 




18.0 C/O, 19.0 DeDate Umbilical 
Froa Orbiter 
SUBJECT Method Description 
(1) Cbeckout integrated Iyatema. 
(2) RKS dematea umbilical and stows lame • 
. 
OniGil-4i-\L F>'.~:i t:.~ 





alllfSAT/Orbiter Servici.ug AlTAOf£Ift' 
20.0 Separate. 21.0 LaUllcb Sat. M.,.I-"':":~:':T:':"----'--"'; 
Pro. Orbiter PAGE 
SUB.ECT Method Delcription 
(1) RKS remove. OTV fro. UPA and rep lac ••• atellite a •• embly i.u orbi~. 
(2) OTV activated launching .atellit. to CEO. . 
On,,;," :,. 
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COMM SAT --·SOC SERVICING 
1.0 2.0 .- 3.0 ".0 .  - 5.0 ~ v 6.0 v v 
DOCK DEPLOY MANElNER BERTH MATE PRELIMINARY! 
ORBITER f-. COMM SAT f- COMMSAT r- COMMSAT foot C/o ~ CH!'CroUT'
1 
TO SOC FROM P/l lOSOC TO SOC UMBILICAL vI' BAY COMMSAT ~ 
, 
7.0 .  - 8.0 -.- 9.0 .  10.0 - - - ~ 11.0 
- ---





APPENDAGES UMBILICAL TOOTV 
r------------- ________________ -1 
18.0 19.0 2, 
.. - .. 









L _____________________________ , 
12.0 .  - 13.0 . . . '''.0 - --- 15.0 . 
DOCK DEPLOYOTV MAN ElNER BERTHOTV 
ORBITER ... FROM plL f-+ OrvTO r- TO SOC 
TO SOC BAY SOC FSF 
- - ----
. . 
__ ~'/~' 41~ Rockwell 
__ .,...._.... ".~ international 
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SCIRUIOI COII!SAT/SOC ServicinC 
ACTlVIn: Initial Delivery 
DISCRIPTION: Se"id .. S the COMKSAT 0 .. the SOC i .. volves the delivery, 
deployme .. t and checkout of the COMHSAT aDd ita orbit 
trander vehicle (OTV). final "",ti .. g of the ;:vo COlllpo ..... t. 
aDd eve .. tual launch to the to the COMHSAT operational orbit 
(GEO). Fpr this particular .ceD£~i~, initial launch of 
tt. on i ••• SWII!d. Conlequently. -the OTV • .e!'Vicing 
portion involve. cbeckout and fuel loading opera~ion. 
o .. ly. 
SUPPORT EqUIPMENT: 
Sufficie .. t ASE ia required to accomDDdate the acenar\o a& 
liate:! below. 
SOC PROVISIONS: 
(1) Manipulator With Sta .. dard End Effector. 
(2) CCTV Camera 0 .. Manipulator. 
(3) Active Berthing Port With Alignme .. t Monitoring System. 
(4) Retractible Umbilical System. 
(S) OTV Compatible With COHMSAT. 
(6) Syatem Continuity SOC/OTV/COMHSAT. 
(7) Ope .. Cherry Picker & HHU. 
(8) COHMSAT Control & Monitor Station. 
(9) Communication & Data Link With CO~~AT & It. OCC. 
COHMSAT PROVISIONS: 
(1 ) PIDA lie ad 
(2) Grapple Fixture. 
(3) Berthing Port With Alignment Target. 
(4) COMHSAT/SOC System CIO Interface. 
(S) Appendages With Remote Relea.e, Deploy, & Latch System. 
(6) Safing System. 
(7) COHHSAT/OTV Structural & Functional Interface •• 
(8) Accessible Component Design. 
(9) Communication & Data Links With SOC & Ground OCC. 












u .... 17 , Saniciq 




~~~~""-::_-:~_-'" END DOCKIN' PORTS 
soc i. the hard hack to which the COMHSAT is held for checkout, appendase 
deployment and LEO .tatiou awaiting OTV delivery. 
The on is delivered and berthed to the SOC service fixture, which i8 usee! 
., nn a •• embly station for the two components. 
Tranlfer of vehicle. and mating operation is accexaplished with the aiel of 
the service fixture manipulator. 
B-74 
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(1) Open Payload Bay Doors. 
(2)· Deploy RHS and checkout functi?na. 
(3) Extend docking module and checkout systems. 
(4) Activate PIDA devices revolving COMMSAT out of payload bay. 
m 
ORIGINAL PiV::;: ;:) 
OF POOR QUAliTY 
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1.0 Dock to soc 
By Orbiter PAGE 
ORIGiNAL l':.~"~ :-~ 
OF POOR QUAL-;--( 
(1) Orbiter align. with SOC and performs pre-dockicS activity. 
(2) Orbiter docks to SOC's end docking port. 
(3) Latches secured and interface systems checkout. 
8-76 
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COI!IISAT/SOC Servicing ATTAOf£NT 
2.0 :hru S.O Kanuover & Kate t~ SOC 
From Orbiter to SOC PAGE 
Method De_eription 
ORIGIN.:l.L F ;,.'.:': .> 
OF POOR QUA:..rt Y 
(1) ~~ Activated locks on to COMHSAT. 
(2) flD~ deyic:t's release COMl'SAT. 
(3) lUG tr3nslne CCMMSAT towards service future. 
(4) RMS stabilIzes OOHHSAT while service fixture mari?U1&tor is activated 
and locks Onto same. 
(5) RMS releases COHMSAT and retu<ns to orbiter. 
(6) ~.nipalato: ~r&nsfe=s OO~~AT to end docking port. 
(7) Manipulator performs berthing ~peration. 




6.0 C/O, 7.0 Dlploy Append., •• 




(1) Pr.liminary checkout of COHMSAT .Ylt.ml by SOC. 
(2) Solar array •• nd racliators cleployed. 
(3) Ant.nn. bo ..... nd horn mo.t nt«nded. 
(4) Antenn'. and bora .... mbly deployed. 
ORIGIN"'... r··-,:~: .~ 





Delivery & Initial Chock OTV 
Froa Orbiter 
(1) Open payload door •• 
(2) Deploy RKS and check functica •• 
ORIGINAL P';G;:: !3 





12.0 Dock to SOC 
Orbiter 
Method Deacription 
(1) Orbiter a1igna with SOC and performs pre-docking activity. 
(2) Orbiter docka to SOC'. end docking port. 
(3) Latche. aecured and interface sy.tems che<kedout. 
OHJG1,\~AL PA~;.~~ ~~ 
OF poeR QU}:.<.:H 
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COHIISA'I/SOC ServieiDll A1TAOf'EHT 
13.0 thru 17.0 Berth, Checkout O'IV 
Prca Orbiter to SOC PAGE 
SUB..ECT Method o.lcription 
(1) RHS locka onto the O'IV removing it frca bay. 
(2) RHS translates O'IV towards service fixture. 
(3) O'IV ia berthed to track mounted PIDA device. Asai.tlnce (or takeover) 
may be required from the service fixture manipulator for this 
operation. 
(4) RHS returns to orbiter. 
(5) O'IV umbilical mated to service fixture interface 'EVA operation). 
(6) O'IV .ystema checked out by SOC control. 
P '''~ ,<-ORIGINAL " ..... ... 










.:~ ~..  .~~=.~-::~;:..;.-
(1) Checkout COHKSAT .y.tem via SOC control. 
(2) Safe COMHSAT .y.tema. 
(3) Close disconnect. etc •• at interface ready for aeparation. 
ORli.;j; jAL :' ",,-:': !~ 
OF POCH Qc;.>.~.:TY 
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ODHKSAT/SOC Slrvicin1 AlTlOf'EHT 
11.0 '18.0 Maouever & Mate COHHSAT 
" SOC 
, on 
SUBJECT Mothod Description 
(1) Rotate OTV 9Co to ~17ice fixture (PIDA device rotatea). 
(2) Activate man;'pulator and lock on to cOHlIs .... r. 
(3) COIlllSAT released and maneuvered towards OTV. 
(It) Manipulator bertbs CC>«HSAT to SOC. 
OR'~~·!." .,-. ~.: ' , 
.1 • _. 0_ ~ .. ,:~ .J 





19 through 13 C/O & Launch COMKSAT/ 
on Aasembly 
(l) Re-act ivate COMHSAt ay. teDlS. 
(2) Checkout integrated .ystem.. 
(3) Supply OTV with consummable. (EVA operation). 
(4) Demate OTV umbilical (EVA operation). 
(5) Manipulator lock. on a •• embly. 
(6) Release PIDA device latches. 
(7) Manipulator ~D£uver. assembly clear and releasea ..... 
(8) OTV activated via RF. launching COHM,AT tc GEO. 
8-84 
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BERTH TO MATE 
HOLDING ~ C/O 
FIXTURE UMBILICAL 
r------' . 
I 10.0 8.0 9.0 11.0 . - -
BERTH SPF MATE 
SAFE SPF f- RETRIEVE f- TO ~ SPF HOLDING C/o 
FIXTURE UMBILICAL 
L.. 
---14.0 15.0 ._ - 16.0 - 17.0 -
DEPLOY OLD 
CHECKOUT I- REPAIR r-e MAINTAIN f- CANISTER OF SPF . SPF SPF FINISHED 
. MATERIAL 
20.0 21.0 . - . 71.0 23.0 -_ -
RESUPPLY DEMATE DEPLOY CHECKOUT f- CONSUM- ~ UMBILICAL :- SPF SPF ABLES 
Btoo<.O'-....... /~....... 41f). Rockwell 
Saleml.S,._.IllYII.... ., A 'iiiI4' IntemaUonal 
. 5.0 
. 
CHECKOUT ~ SPF 
12.0 .- .. -
f-. SAFE SPF 
18.0 
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SCENARIO: SPF/Orbiter Servicing 
ACTIVITY: Initiel Delivery 
DESCRIPTION: The Icenario includes the initial launch. deployment. 
checkout and relea.e of the SPF into itl parking orbit 
and the Shuttle revisit to exchange proce •• ing experiment 
cannister.. For the initial launch. fueling provi.iona 
are not required. Refueling during revisit. will be 
accomplished by exchanging the entire ACS package. 
SUPPORT EQUU'MElIl': A. li.ted below. 
spr PROVISIONS: 
(1) Grapple Fixture 
(2) PIDA Head Fittings 
• 
(3) SPF/Orbiter Sy.tem Interface 
(4) Module Latching & Release Mechanism 
(5) Experiment Cannister Latching & Release Mechanism 
(6) Replaceable Module & Cannister Design 
(7) Communication & Data Link With Orbiter & Ground oce 
ORBITER PROVISIONS: 
. 
(1) Scuff Plate. 
(2) HPA 
(3) SPF/Orbiter Umbilical 
(4) Spe. 
(S) Module & Cannister Storage & Retrieval System 
(6) MHII 
(7) Communication & Data Link With SPF & Ita Ground oce 
(8) SPF Control & Monitor Station 
s-86 
, 1 • -<; "wet .rs -netS 
. 
SPF/Orbiter Servicing 
Delivery & Initial Check 
Space Proce •• ing Facility From Orbiter 
SUBJECT Operation Identification 
SCENARIO: Deliver .atellite (SPF) to orbit. 
Revisit & perform service function •• 
o Open payloHd bay door •• 
o Deploy RHS & check functions. 
o Deploy HPA & check function •• 
• 
8-87 
sa' "' ZT-rtY'tcts ' .",'jac27r us 
ATTAOf£NT 
PAGE 
a Mur '$, 7 mwm -, 
'. '-' ._-
spr/O~bite~ ServiciD~ 
1.0 Deploy' 2.0 Maneuver Space 
ProcelliDI Facility F~oa O~biter. 
SUB..Ecr Method Description 
(1) Activate RHS and lock-on to SPY. 
(2) Remove SPF from orbiter.bay. 
(3l Maneuver SPF for attachment to HPA. 
ORiGH,,;,L ?l ... {;;:' :3 






SPF /Orbiter Servicing ATTAOtEm" 
3.0 Berth' 4.0 I'..&te Umbilical Space . ~"'::!.!!::::':';:::':" ___ -L_-I 
froc ••• ing Facility Prom OTbiteT 
SUB..ECT Method Description 
(1) Berth SPF to MPA via RMS. 
(2) RKS loc~. onto umbilical. 





S.O & 6.0 C/O & Demate Umbilical 
Space Proce •• ing Facility From Orbiter 
Method Description 
(1) Checkout SPF systems. 




(2) RHS elisconnects anel stows umbilical. 
OR~Gi~~t~L F';'C~ ~:: 








SPF /Orbiter Servic:i"8 ATTAtIfiENT 
7.0 Separate' Rele .. e Space hoc: .... iru ..... -=::..::::.:..;::.:.._-_....L_-----! 
r •• ility fro. Orbiter 
U-ECT Method De.c:riptiOl\ 
(l) RI!S locka outo SPF. 
(2) RI!S relDDveo SPF f,.... lIP A. 
(3) Satellite rele.oed. 
(4' SPF .yotemo activated by BE. 
(5) Orbiter leave •• 
ORlGlNAl. P;'GE IS 











'.0 • 9.0 SaCa, ie"td .... Space 
'TOea"ina 'acl1it, froa Orbltar 
Method o.,criptlOft 
ACt~r co.,l.tl~n ~r SFr .llll~n opo.atl~n. orblter raturnl to • proal.lty 
orbit I 
(1) Statl~nka.p 
(Z) Safa spr Iy.t •• yla ar. 
()) Racaptura spr yla RKS. 
(4) Kenau ... sp, ror attach .. nt to KPA. 
ORIGINAL rr,c::: I::> 
OF POOR QUAlIn' 
n 9' •• "" t eme T r' t'M ) T n 11 ... i,tnt" 
b 
SPr/Orbiter Servicina 
10.0 throuah 16.0 Jerth , C/O Operation •. 
Space Proce.li 'acllit Fro. Orbit~r 
Metbod Delcrlption 
ttMS berth. Spy to BPA. 
ttMS locks on to umbilical. 
ttMS connect. umbilical to SPF. 
All 'Ylte .. Yerified .afe. 
Vi.ual cbeck of SPF witb ttMS CCTV a.,ilt. 
Sy.teas cbeck via umbilical. 
~pair and maintain SPF via EVA. 
11-93 








17.0 tbru 19.0 CanDiDt.r Chanaaout 





ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALItY 
(1) RMS locks onto uI.d SPF caDDilt.r. 
(2) RMS traDllatel cannister to orbiter bay. 
(3) Cannilter inlerted iDtO .toragG unit. 
(4) RMS remove. new material. canni.ter. 
(S) Cannilter inlerted into empty spr orific. 
ATTAOtENT 
PAGe 
(6) RMS locks onto next used cannilter and above procedure repeated 
until all canni.tera have been exchanged • 
• r 2 . 
SPF/Orbiter S.rvicinl 
17.0 thru 20.0 Module Chann_out 
S,.ce Proceaaina Facility Fro. Orbiter 
Alternate Method Delcription 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




(1) RKS lockl onto materiall aodule. 
(2) Locking latchel relealed. 
() lKS tran.latel material godule to bay. 
(4) Died module depolited into .upport cradle. 
(5) RKS retealed and tranllatea to new module. 
(6) RKS lock. onto new godule. 
(7) New godule tranllate to SPF. 
(8) Module locked in placa. 
(9) RKS returnl to r.lt polition. 
(10) All SPF IYltema checkedout. 
AlTAOf£tfT 
PAGE 
(NOTI: Identical procedure u.ed for exchGnge of control • .odul •• ) 
£d -, me' .. .. 
; , 
l". 
S •• /Otbtcar lerolctna F\JC1'lat 
ITEM 21.0 ".u,pl, Coaau.aabla. 




(1) RKS unaereva and locka onto ACS pacta.a. 
(2) RKS dapoaita packa .. into Itora,e cabinet. 
(l) RKS ,icka u, re,lace .. nt ACS packal •• 
(4) ACS packa.e alilned and acreved in plac •• 




. ~ .. 
SPF/Orbiter Servi~iDg ATTAOt£HT 
22.0 th~ 24.0 Demate' Relea .. 
Spa~e Procea.ing Facility Fro. Orbiter PAGE 
Method Deacription 
(1) IIJIS diaconftect. and Itows umbilical. 
(2) IIJIS locka onto SPF. 
(3) IIJIS remove. SPF fro. BPA. 
(4) Satellite released. 
(S) SFF ay.tem activated by RF. 
(6) Orbiter leave •• 
8-97 
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SPACE PROCESSING FACILITY -- SOC SERVICING 
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INSPECT CHECKOUT REPAIR 




RECONFIG. RESUPPLY SPF WITH CHECKOUT CONSUM-NEW SPF ABLES -CANISTER 
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SCENARIO: SP'/SOC Servicing 
ACTIVIT!: Initial Delive~y 
DESCRIPTION: In contralt to SPF lervicing by the o~bite~. thil 
acen.rio doe. not include the i31tial launch because 
the~e il DO SOC involvement in that phase of tba ope ... .,. 
tion. Only lervicing du~ing ~vi.it. to the SOC a~e . 
included a. desc~ibed on the following page •• 
SUPPORT EQUIPlIE!!!: A. Us tecl be low. 
SOC PROVISIONS: 
SPF PROVISIONS: 
(1) SP' Cont~ol & Monito~ Station 
(2) COIIIIIUDication & Data Lioka With SPF & It. G~ound OCC 
(3) Mobile Kanipulato~ With Stand.~d End Effecto~ 
(4) Spee 
(5) CCTV ea...~a on Mobile Kanipulato~ 
(6) Open Che~ry Picke~ & MHII 
(7) Ret~actable Umbilicale With Refueling P~oviaionl 
(8) Module 6 Canniater Sto~age & Retrieval Syatem 
(1) Grapple Fixture 
(2) PIDA Head Fittin31 
(3) SPF/SOC Syatem Interface 
(4) Module Latching & Re leaa. Mechanism 
(5) Experu.ent Canniater Latching & Releaae Mechani.m 
(6) Replaceable Module & Cannitter Delign 
(7) COIIIIIUDication & Data Link With SOC & Gr'>und OCC 
ORBITER PROVISIONS: 
(1) Scuff Plates 
(2) IIl'A 















2 END. DOCKING PORTS 
SOC 11 the Space II ... at ¥bieh turnaround .ervicing e.n be perfo ..... d. 
The SPP ia a free-flyer which is capable of "flying" in clos. enough to 
the SOC for capture by manipulator. 
Individual module or canni.t.r changeout operation accomplished by manipu-
lator with EVA a •• i.t •• required. 
OHIGINAL PACE 13 
OF POOR QUALITY 
8-100 
SPP/SOC Servicins 
1.0 tbru 3.0 Safe 6 Capture 
Space Prace •• ins Paci~ity 8y SOC 
Hotbod 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




(1) Spy returns to SOC - adjacent to and within the reacb envelope of 
the urvice structure. 
(2) Solar arrays retracted via SOC RE. 
(3) All SPY .yotems .afed yia SOC RE. 
(4) Service struct~re monipulator activated. 
(S) Manipulator capture. Spy. 





4.0 tbru 10.0 Berth & ~n.ckout 
Space Proces.ing Facility 6y SOC 
Method Description 
BERTHED 
(1) Manipulator bertha SPF on PIDA device. 
(2) Umbilical connected to interface via EVA. 
(3) All SPF IYltems verified safe. 
A'ITAOf£NT 
PIlE 
(4) Viaual cbec~ of SPF by manipulator CCTV and/or EVA crewman. 
(5) Systems checked thru umbilical. 
(6) Repair and maintain SPF via EVA operationl. 
ORIGINAL p.r..m: IS 






11.0 thru 15.0 Changeout Items 









(1) Manipulator transfers storage unit from itl stowed location (i.e •• spare 
docking port or resupply by orbiter) and bertha .ame to service fixtures 
end docking port. 
(2) Manipulator locks onto used cannister and transfers same to storage 
unit. 
(3) A new cannister is removed from the storage unit and pl~ced ;lto th~ 
empty SPF ori"fic. 
(4) Manipulator remOV@8 seeond U8e~ cannister; repeating procedure until 
all canniaters have been exchanged. 
(5) SPF systems checkout. 
(6) Manipulator exchanges consummeb1es with &VA assist. 
ORIGINAL PAG:O IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
8-103 
SPF/SOC Serwicin& 
16.0 ~hru 18.0 Deaate' Re1ea .. 




(1) EVA crewman disconnects umbilical. 
(2} HaDipulator loct. onto SPF. 
(3) PIDA device releases SPF. 
.----------- .---------.. ~--.- .. 
(4) Kanipulator .... euvera SPF away fro. SOC and releases a_. 
(S) SOC control activate. all Spy .y.te ... and deploys .alar array •• 
(6) All .y.t~ ... go - ACS fire. taking SPF to it •• i •• ion reDdezvou •• 
OR.iG:;~AL F/~_C~ 13 
OF POeR Qt.:ALlTY 
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510fE OTV , INSPECT FOR LEAKS 2.0 
" 
8 EII'". ESTIMATE 
--
STOW OTV III PAYLOAD lAY O.S II 2 UL. IV SIIIIWITY. TO SlM.SIIlULATIOI 
IIESULTS 
IIETURN TO EARTH 6.0 II 210 5-HII BAR8ECUE; 1-"" ENTII' (IIIN) 
SERVICE ON GROUIIO 
- - -
(OVERALL TITLE ONLY) 
SAfE O"'ITEII } '" 2.0 - - ~~E~L9!t(~!AII 20))IIfLlII' Faa aaiITU T'~5PO.T TO OPF 








TABLI Col. 'rI1II UTIOIALI - on OROUl)) SOVICllO (COI!.) 
ELAPSED I TASk TIHE CREW HAN-NO. TASK DESCRIPTION (HRI QTV NR RATIONAlE 
, I 
I '" tOHPAT IBLUIJ TIL .DAB I TEll ltRIlAllOUHD , 1).0 INSPECT OTY 
f ~.O 
, 2~ ~~~~UL("_(STAR ~~ 
".0 HATE CHECKOUT GSf 
15.0 TEST OTY 1t.0 , 24 £NGII. nTlHATE , I 
16.0 PERFORM SCHEDULED REPAIII 2".0 3 72 I Ito HR ELAPSED TIHE (PARALLEL OPERA- I l TlONS); SIHILARI!YIO-i'R81T~R TIHE 
17.0 PERFORH UNSCHEDULED REPAIII 16.0 3 120 P.EQUIREHENTSd-S"rAII20) --:> , 
, 
18.0 MINTAIN OTV • !il~ 1,.0 CHECK OUT OTY 5.0 6 30 ENGIt •. _ ESTlIlAIE ~ 
'VC) 
0-




.. ,.,' '" ... ,"',." .. ,' .. ,."'\ .o'U Cj;.., (CIT) 
.. 8 
l> ,., 
8.0 , ENGII. ESTIMATE C I'll 
-------- .. -~ ~t'l 22.0 TRANSPORT TO LAU~CH PAD 
2).0 RESUPPLY NON-CRYO CONSUMABLES I BASED ON~ER TURNAROUND TlIIl 27.0 , IU SfGllElIT _~ST~R ~ 2~.0 STOW orv IN OR81TEII PAYLOAD lAY 
------ ~-.-.. --.-----
--- --------- --- - ---- --














fABLB Col. !III I4fIOl1Ll - OTV GlOUJD SBlYlClla (COlT.) 
ELAPSED 
TlKE CREW KAN-
TASK DESCRIPTION (HR) QlY HR RATIONALE 
. 
RESUPPLY CRYO CONSUKABLES 6.0 
- - t KANPOIIER BY NASA CONTRACTOR (ORIITER 
SHUTTLE lAUNCH OF OTV ~.O - - f PACED TIKE ELEKENTS) . 
SU8i'OTAL 13~.0 576 
lOOST , CIRCULARIZE ORBITI CHECK 6.0 
" 
2~ RENDEZVOUS W'TN~OKKUN'CATIONS 
OIlT OTV SATELLI TE • N LEO 
TOTAL '40.0 4.29 600 
AYG.* . 
- - -
*CALCULATED IY' TOTAL KAN-HOURS 








VERIfY OR .. INTEGR 
& TP.ANSPORT TO PAD (21,22) o 
RESUPPlY NON-CRYO 
CONSUM & STOW IN OR .. 
RESUPPLY CIlYO 





20 40 60 80 
__ ElAPSED TIME (HOURS) 











'UlILl C-2. TIIII lLl'fIOULlI - 01"1 TUlIIAlIOVID At SOC 
ElAl'SED 
TASK TIME CREW MAN· 
, NO. TASK DESCRIPTIO II . (!III) OTV HR RATIONALE 
,-Ie'" 
U RETURN OTV TO SOC (PREPARATION 4.U 5 ZU .LANNING INCLUDES ALL ASSIGNED CRElII; 
I IV CREW) ACQUISITION 6 MONITORING INCLUDED , 
U SAFE IITV (OEACTIV. MAIN ENGINE) AND a.~ 1 ':5 PRE LlMIIiAR Y ESTIIiA TE PERfORM PIIOXlr.llTV UAN£UVERS . - "0' 
(STAIIONKEEPING) ,) C' ,f 
U DOCK IITV TO 59!: U 
<> 
4 Z.I SIMILAR TO OIlSITER DDCIUIIG.;SAfETY· CRITICAL MANfUViR; EXTRA "lYEI" REO'D 
b. 
U SAFE OTV (DEACTIVATE ""ITUDE U 4 t.2 MULTIPLE CREW AT READIIIE .. 
CONTROL SYSTEM) 
U MANEUVER OTV TO flf (UIING MAN .. .) u i U RMS OPERATOR, SOC CDR, Uf OPERATOR, 
OTV DIRECTOR OBSERVER 
... MATE CHECKOUT UMBILICALS U & U lUIS OPERATION, SIMILAR TO SPAR DATA 
1.1 (.1 SAfE OTV (POWER, fLUIDS) U 4 U } ENOR. ESTIMATES (.'INSI'ECT OTV (IIUS TV CAMERA) U , ... 
... TEST OTV (ELECTRONICS 6MEI:H. U • U INCLUDES GROUND CDIIMUNIUTIOa ACTUATORS-VERIFY ON60ARll TEST SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
EGUIPlAiNT DATAl 
... 'ERFORM SCHEDULED MAINTEIIANCE ZU 3 nJ TWO MODULES REPLACED 8 2 HR 











'1'ABtB C-2. '1'IJIB B.l'l'IOIALI - 0'l'V 'l'UBlJlIOUl]) AT SOC (COlT.) 
TASIC DESCRIPTIOII 
PERFORM UNSCHEDULED ICORRECTIVEI 
MAIlIlT. REPAIR IRMS REPLACEMENT OF 
LRU-si 
MAINTAIN OTV (NOT USED-SEE '.DI 
CHECKOUT OTV 
RE¥UWL Y CDNSIr.lIAIUI 
TOTAL 
TOTAL MAN-HD.lI!lJ.. 











OTV HR RATIONALE 
3 ..1 3 HR PER FAILURE. 2 FAILURES IN 51 HR 
(EST.I;MATURE.RELIABLE DESIGN 
- - DUPLICATION-NOT USED 
4 • 1.15 HR PER FAILURE. Z FAILURES IN 50 HR lEST.) 

















RETURN OTV TO SOC 
'" SAFE OTV M.E. & 
PROXIMITY MANEUVER 
DOCK OTV TO SOC 
SAFE OTV ACPS 
MANEI.NER TO FSf 
MATE C/O UMIIL 


















(7) I I 
(8) 0 
(9) I I 
I I 
(I~ 
(11) (NOT USED) 
(12) CJ 
(13) Cl 
I I I I 
o 5 10 15 20 
ELAPSED TIME (HOURS) 
rlouas C-2. CHECKOUT/SBRVICIIO TIKBLIHS 
OTV 'I'URBAROUliD AT soc 
(VITHOUT P/L KATS) 
~~ 
"tiC> 02 ~r-










ORIGINAL PAC::: IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 





110. TASK DESCRIPTION (HII) .. IATIOIIAL! 
1.0 DI.LDY C_ SAT nOlI .AYLOAD "Y D.) ).0 D., lASED 011 SPAll $I". 
"TA (TAILE A-,) 
Z.O MANEUVER C~ltATION SATELLITE D.) ].0 D.' .. 
. 
).0 lEfty" TO H~DIMG FIXTUIt[ 0.2 ).0 0.6 .. 
_.0 IIlTl CHECKOUT _'LlCAL 0.5 ).0 1.5 EICl.lSTlIIlTl 
5.0 PUll". CHECKOUT OF COfI't SAT -., ).0 .-.5 ~ TAilLE A-5 
'.0 DI.LOY AP.E ... "S (AlIT •• IAIlIATOIIS) 11.7 ).1 70.' ~ TAILI A-5 
7.0 CHECK OUT CDIUUIICATION SATlLLlTE 11.1 2.7 )7.6 .. 
1.0 SAFE COfKINICATIOil SAT£UITE 0.5 ).0 1.5 .. 
'.0 DEMT( UftllLitAL 0.5 ).0 1.5 .. 
10.0 "ELEASE CCOM SAT (.AltKI.' OIIIIT) 0.5 ).0 1.5 .. 
11.0 DEPLOY OTY fflDft PAYLOAD lAY c.) ).0 D.' lASED ON TAiLE A-, 
12.0 M,\N£U\llA OTV .. , , .. .. ' lASED ON TAiLE A-, 
13.0 I£RTH OTV TO HOLDING FIXTUJtE D.Z ).0 • •• ElICA. ESTIIIlTl 
.-.. MTE eTY .... IILICAL 0.5 ).c 1.5 nOlI TAliLE A-S 
15.0 CHICK OUT OTV 2.5 2.0 5 •• FUN TAilLE A-S 
16.0 RETRIEVE COMMUNICATION SATELLITE 1.0 ) .. ) .. E_. EnllllTl 
17.0 NAT[ OTV , COM \AT I •• ).0 '.0 now TAiLE A-S 
11.0 CJt(u OUT INTE'RATION synEII 1.0 _.0 _.0 .. 
19.0 DEMAT! Oly ~IILltAL 0.5 ).0 1.5 nOlI TAiLE A-5. 
10 S£JtVICINC Jt[Q'D; 
FUtW"",""",", 
20.0 SlPAUTt INTEGRATION PAYLOAD 2.1 ].0 •• 5 now TAIL! A-S 
21.0 UUMCH TO CEO I.S ).0 
-.S nOlI TAIL! A-S 
TOTALS SO.I ".0 ~64.a 





'" I b 
FUNCTION NO. 
DEPlOY, BERTH & CHECKOUT 
COMMSAT (1-5) 
DEPLOY COMMSAT I J APPENDAGES (6) 
COMMSAT C/O & ALIGN (7) ( 
SAFE, DE MATE AND PARK 
(ORBIl) COMMSA T (8- !!J) 
DEPLOY, BERTH, C/O - OTV (1I-15) 
MATE COMMSAT/OTV - C/O (l6-1S) 
DEPLOY COMMSAT OTV .. 
LAUNCH_TO :eo ______ ~1~-21~ 
o 10 20 30 
ELAPSED TIME - HOURS 

















=1" .... ,. 
, 
ORIG!NA!.. PAC::: ::; 
OF POOR Qt.:AlIlY 
TABLE C-4. TIllE IATIOllALE - COI!lfJRICATIOH SATELLITE SEllVICIIiG AT SOC 
EWSED 
!~~SA T", ... ,""'''" ~~ ~~£v 11M--,;. .. 
1.0 DOCK OAIITU TO SOC ).25 J.D , .. Ave. 1.75 'R, I'SED 
011 OAYLICKT DOCltIJtG 
..... LOAD run 
. 11.5 HR) 
2.0 DEPLOY C~ SAT FIOM 'AYLOAD lAY D.J 3.0 0.' lASED ON SPAl SIM. 
DATA (RKS 'REV. 
CHECKED) 
3.0 IWIEUVU COf¥II SAT TO SOC 0.' ).0 2.4 SPAR 51 •• DATA 
(RD£'UC~ SOC ~K· 
DAY .... oaOOl() 
4.0 I'RTH COOM SAT TO SOC 0.2 J.D 0.6 ..... nST ~1"fLMITY 
5.0 "T' CHEClOUT UKlILICAl 0.5 5.0 2.5 
I 
LlU OTV TIM' 
6.0 PRELl". C"EC~ of COMM SAT 5.4 ).0 16.0 FII ... TUL' A-5 
7.0 DEPLOY C~ SAT "'ENDACES IB.2 :.1 70.' .. 
'.0 CHEC. CUT C~ SAT U.S 2.' 31.6 .. 
,.0 WE COtvI SAT 0.5 J.o 1.5 .. 
10.0 DEflATE tOflt SAT ""IILltAL 0.5 3.e '.5 ncR. !ST't\A.Tt 
11.0 MANEUVER cow. SAT to otv 2.0 ).5 7.0 FII/ill TAIU ~-5 
12.0 DOCK ORBITER TO soc J.25 ).0 0.' ~£ AS 1.0 \!JfCL. 
UllLOAD roIL) 
').0 DEPLOY OTV FR~ PAYLOAD lAY D.) 3 0 D.' SEE Z.O 
14.0 MNEUYfR DTV TO soc 0.' J.O 2.' 5[£ ).0 
15.0 I'RTH OTV TO SOC Fsr 0.2 ).0 0.6 5[£ '.0 
16.0 MATE OTV lNlLICAL 0.5 5.0 2.5 sn 5.0 
17.0 C"ECK OUT OTV 2.5 2.0 5.0 FIIClI\ TAlLE A-5 
IB.O MTt on , COM SAT 1.0 3.0 3.0 
1'.0 CNECIt OUT IIfn~IlATED SYSTEM 1.0 '.0 '.0 
20.0 SUPPLY OTY WITH COIIStMUUS 1.5 ).0 4.5 
21.0 D£fIATE OTY ""Ill I CAL 1.0 3.0 ).0 
22.0 S£PA~lE INTE~TED ~YSTlN 1.5 3.0 4.5 
23.0 LAUNCH. TO CEO 3.0 3.0 '.0 
TOTALS 61.0 73.4 '".6 











DOCK pRBITER I (I) 
DEPlOY & BERTH COMMSAT (2-5) I 0 
COMMSAT FIRST CHECKOUT (6) 0 
DEPLOY COMMSAT (7) I I 
COMMSAT CHECKOUT (8) I I 
COMMSAT - OTV MATE (9-11) Cl 
DOCK ORBITER 2 (12) Cl 
DEPLOY & BE~TH OTV (13-16) 0 
OTV CHECKOUT (In 0 
OTV/COMMSAT CHECKOUT (18-19) 0 
SEP. LAUNCH COMMSAT TO GEO (20-23), 
o 10 20 30 40 50 
ELAPSED TIME - HOURS 





"'00 0. -. 
o ~; 
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SAfE' SHUTDOWN sn 
ACQUIU sn - tMS 
IBTH SIf TO OUIlE. 
SAfE' INSPECT sn 
UNLOAD' STOYf CANNISTElS 
UST SPf 





























LOAD IAATUIAlS CANNISTUS 
CHECWUT CANNISTEl CONTIOLS 
SElVICE fUELS 
ex. I C 
II.AI1f sn - SD'AlATION 
SEPAIATl SIf 






0 5 10 15 20 
ELNSED TIMl ftOUIS) 
fIt.UIII c..,. CHF.CIOI1!/SUl'ICIIG !DlELID, 
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--TAU .n(,,"IOII "., OtT .. ""'_l( 
C..r:ClOUf-*tll'Ali 1.0 J J.O ""lY .... m. '1M' TO SI'. AC,,,O" SI' .... ITr. CJl[Cla/1 
'aocns ••• CClltIOU ,,,,,", 0""0" SI, "'UIAU '10<'"'"' CCOITIIOU, .. 11- . 
rOM n ... CTlCIIAC. Tun til AU CCII9\MO Me tcIIllDl rwttl_ 
'0"(11 00..- 011 ,ur t4l SUTI", (t"''' ';(.'1-0 • CI. 
'nv,u FUrLS 1.0 , '.0 ACt.,ATI SI' $[IV'(I.o 'YiT,": ,'a'" SI.,.,r Ca..ICT.QIS 
'ALI'. ,LAtt oa"T'1 SI.'ICI~ ,,'Jr ••• llADf; '1"1 ... 1' 
'lUID TlAMS". T, '''; CaMPLI" Sla"CIIe 0'1&11101; 
.lAtt ,.",L SI' ,nllilS ,. SAn (eu" MQ'I-A, 10 C •• ,. 
.IADY SI' '01 ,,'AAAT'OI '.0 , '.0 nl'n --'l W' 'U"'" 'I un 011 ,owUU-DCMI ..... 1 
'!lOR OII."U ,lNOWI OlI'TII 'OWl' ,.~ srli '1'1'A'1 ,p, 'OWl' SlS11R; 
'AI'( 011 SMUT DNI All SI' sr,,,",, \IS( .. , '0 II(~ AlL 
WftIILICAlSi STOW ~lll'AlS ('IIV IIQ'I-A, '. 'I I). 
U'''''( '" ,.COO OIII1TIR 1.0 , 1.0 ~[ 'IC lUIS TO or .. " TIC SI' rlCOO TIC _Ifn. fWI'(UWU 
11tt srI WITH TM( UK 10 A JAn ,'SfMU flCP4 ' .. "'Illi. 0'<".' sr, TO ",,_1'0" "[[-'L''''' ."g~. u",,:~ 
1U4' nOM Wf' STOll .. ,1 .. I.TII (CUIII H' 'I-A' C •• 
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RETURN SPF TO SOC 
SAfE & DOCK 
SAfE & SIlITDOWN 
UNLOAD MAT'LS 
SAfE & INSPECT 
TEST 
SCHED. MAINT 
Z I UNSCHED. MAINT 
.... CHECKOUT 
LOAD - MATERIALS 
LOAD MODULE C/O 
SERVICE - FUELS 
READY & SEPARATE 























.1 I I I 
l 10 15 20 
ELAPSED TIME (HOURS) 
PIGURB C-6. CH!X:KOUT/SERVICIIG TDIELID, 
o 
Cl 
D ;.,-.... , 
I 
25 30 

































TAlLJ C-7. 'fIlII lI.l'fIOIJ.LI - srr ~OOUID OPIII.l'fIOIS VI'l'H SOC 
ELAPSED 
TASK DESCRIPTION TI ME (HR) CREW (lTY HAN-HOURS RATIONALE 
SPF RETURN TO SOC 3.0 3 9.0 
SAFE SPF 0.5 3 1.5 REMOTE OPERATION 
RETRIEVE SPF 0.5 ~ 2.0 SPF DOCK TO SOC 
BERTH TO FSF 0.5 ~ 2.0 BERTH TO FSF WITH RMS 
MATE UMBILICALS 0.5 ~ 2.0 CONNECT UMBILICALS 
SAFE & SHUT DOWN SPF 0.5 3 1.5 
INSPECT SPF 1.0 ~ ~.O PRELIMINARY INSPECTIGN 
UNLOAD' STOW CANISTERS ~.O ~ 16.0 PROCESSING CANISTERS 
INSPECT , CBECK OUT SPF 2.5 ~ 10.0 FAULT ISOLATION 
UNSCHED. MAINTENANCE-REPAIR 5.0 3 15.0 25-HR MISSION, 2 FAILURES 
SPF CHECKOUT 1.0 ~ ~.O HAINT. VERIFICATION 
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 2.0 3 6.0 ADJUST, ALIGN, ETC. 
LOAD MATERIALS CANISTERS ~.O ~ 16.0 FOUR MODULES 
CHECKOUT--CANISTERS 1.0 3 3.0 CHECK OUT FOUR MODULES 
RESUPPLY CONSUHABLES 1.0 ~ ~.O SERV l'l:E FUELS 
PREPARATION FOR SEPARATION 0.5 3 1.5 SEP. UMBILICALS, ETC. 
SEPARATE SPF FROM SOC 0.3 ~ 1.2 USE RMS 
SPF TO FREE ORBIT 3.0 3 9.0 SOC MONITOR' CONTROL 
TOTAL 31.0 6~ 108.0 


















TABLE C..a. 'l"TPICAL OI-oBBI'I' CHfX:ICOUT/SEllVICIIC OPIII4'I'IOiS ESTWtIOI 
CUIDELIIES (APPLICABLE '1'0 O'I'V, SA'I'ELL I'I'IS , SPACS PBOCESSIIC fAClLI'I'I, K'l'C.) 
TASK TlHE CREW REQUIRED 
ACTIVITY (HOURS) OUANTITY HAN-HOURS REHARKS 
RETURN TO SOC VICINITY HOVE I HILE--O.S FT/SEC 
REAOY TO DOCK ).O-~.O )-~ (A+C+D) '.0-16.0 RETURN OR DEPART SOC 
(LARGER NUMBERS FOR OTV) 
SAFE THE UNIT O.S ) (A+t+~) I.S 
INSPECT THE UNIT 2.0 ~ (A+C+D+E) B.o DIRECT' REMOTE VISUAL 
DOCKING OR SEPARATION 0.) ~ (A+C+D+E) 1.2 HANIPULATDR IS USED 
TEST OR CHECKOUT 1.0 ~ (A+C+D+E) ~.O END TO END; POWER UP , 
SHUT DOWN 
SERVICE FlUIDS 1.0 ~ (A+C+D+E) ~.O SETUP , TEIIROOWN--O. S HII 
FUEL--O.S HII 
UNSCHEDULED HAINTENANCE ~:~}2.5 R'R ] (C+D+E) ~:~ } B.O R[HOVE , REPLACE (IIEHOTE REPAIR--PER FAILURE C/O ~ (A+CtD+E) CHECKOUT (SUBSYSTEM) 
CREW CODES 
A--SOC COMMANDER E--SPECIALIST 
B--LIFE SUPPORT DIRECTOR • HANIPULATOR 
C--PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
• TEST 
















!1BLB C-9. HPIC.lL R!IS FUIIC'r!OI 'rIXB rIIOIi SPAll S'l'UDIES 
TIME 
FUNCTION MINUTES HOURS 
UN CRADLE AND CHECK OUT ARK 60 1.0 
DEPLOYMENT (32 KLB) . 
• MANEUVER TO GRAPPLE PAYLOAD 15 0.25 
• DEPLOY FROM GUIDES 5 0.08 
• MANEUVER TO RELEASE POSITION 20 0.33 
RETRIEVAL (32 KLB) 
• TRACK' CAPTURE (TERKINAL PHASE) 15 0.25 
• MANEUVER TO GUIDES 15 0.25 . 
• BERTH PAYLOAD 5 0.08 
• STOW RKS 15 0.25 
Source: Hiddleton, J.A., Considerations for Payload 
Hanipulation, in: Proceedings, RlfS Users' Conference, 
Skyline Hotel, Toronto, Canada, 5-7 N.y 1981. 
(;i1.h':,:~~:·.L i. .• ..:~ l:i 












COST ANAL YS I S SHEET 
I TEM Ct~ F ~IIC T I 01, r;..~£ I CF 3 
OTV SERVICE FIXTURE WITH SERVICE CONNECTION 
".EF • 
~O. 
PROJECT/SYSTEM liDS OTV--GROUND SERVICING 
.::> . 
ACTIVI TY FLOW CHAAT 
SERVICE & C/O OTV NO. 12.0 
OESCR I?T I C:US?<C I f I CAT I CN/DESI G!i ~'. SERVICE FIXTURE TO SURROUND OTV AS SHOWN TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO ALL 
AREAS IN NEED OF SERVICE--HUST HAVE 
TWO UHBILICAL ARHS SIHILAR TO SOC ~? 
SERVICING CONCEPT (SEE SHEET 2) 
PAYLOAD OPERATIONS 
DDnE $ • ii TFU 
TOTAL MASS (KG) ~OOO 
STRUCTURAL MASS (KG) 3.992 ~~80 3.088 
HECHANISMS HASS (KG) 8.028 1020 (see p. 2) 
8.904 
ELECTRICAL/PO PlASS (KG) 
ELECTRONIC PlASS (KG) 
• I . REQ~IRED QUANTITY 
COK~ENTS (DOTH OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) 
TYP I CAL FIXTURE $12.020 $11 .992 
ttF.· s/F I.CTORS 
SIHILAR TO AIRCRAFT SERVICING FIXTURE 
11-1 
COST ANAL YS IS SHEET 
I TlI'I o~ fUllcr I ON rAG£ 2 c. 3 
UMBILICAL ARKS ON OTV SE~VICE FIXTURE 
'.Ef. 
~O. 
PROJECT/SYSTEI'I was OTV--GROUND SERVICING ~IO • 
ACTIVITY NO. FLOW CHART 
SERVICE' C/O OlY 12.0 
DESCRIF1IC1I/SP;:ClfICATION/DESIGIi 
OTV SERVICING FIXTURE MUST BE . 
EQUIPPED WITH TWO UMBILICAL ~RH~ 
SIMILAR TO THDSE USED IN SOC FLIGHT 
SUPPORT FACILITY. 
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR CONCEPT 
DDUE $ • ii" RECURRING 
TOTAL /lASS (KG) . 5'0 
STRUCTURAL /lASS (Ke) O.~77 180 0.50 
HECHANI SKS /lASS (KG) 3.769 280 6.619 
ELECTRI.CAL/PD MASS (KG) } 
ELECTRON I C /lASS (KG) 0.372 50 0.810 
REQUIRED QUANTITY • 2 
COHKEN1S (OOT£E OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) 
$ ~.618 $ 7.929 
. 
- ...... ~ I·.~ QRiGE': t ~.\- ~',J. ., ':-
Of POOR QuALl1 { 






ITEM 2.2 Hate OTV/.,. 
Hrnal 
SUB.J:CT 
PAGE 3 of 3 
Payload Fixture Requirement. 
• S;,-
F5F+ 
soc J 1.01'1 
The payload fixture mUlt duplicate the umbilical connections to be 
u.ed in apace (SOC) to verify the alignment and attachment functiona 
(pull-in, QD leakage, etc.) 
OF POOR QUALITY 
0-3 
· ... 1 , 
I ~ : 
ORIGiN;~l P;.~·.~ ::; 
OF POOR QJ:<:"iTi 
COST ANAL YS I S SHEET 
ITEII O~ FU'lCTlQ'l rACE 




was DTV--GRDUND SERVICING !IO. 
ACTIVITY LOADING CRYOGENICS AND OTHER NO. PROPELLANTS AND FLUIDS 
OEseR' FT' O:USP£C' F I CAii ONIDES' CN 
I Or I 
25.0 
CRYOGENICS AND OTHER CONSU/IABLES WILL BE LOADED ON OTV WHILE OTV IS IN 
ORBITER PAYLOAD BAY ON THE LAUNCH PAD. FLUID INTERFACES BETWEEN CSE AND 
ORBITER AND BETWEEN ORBITER AND'OTV AND ASSOCIATED LINES ARE NEEDED. 
INTERFACES WILL BE QUICK CONNECTS/DISCONNECTS (LOz. LHZ. He. NZ. HYDRAZINE) 
DOnE $-11 RECURRING 
TOTAL /lASS (KG) . JlI! 
STRUCTURAL /lASS (KG) 0.708 ~o 0.711 
IIECHANISIIS /lASS (KG) 1.531 60 2.035 
ELECTRI.CAL/PO /lASS (KC) } SEE NEXT 
ELECTRONIC /lASS (KG) SHEET 
REQalRED QUANTITY • 2 L02 & LHZ 
COIIMENTS (ODHE OR TECH'IOLOCY STATUS) 




ORIGtt'J.~l F[ .. CZ ~:i 
OF POOR QUALITY 
COST AN/l,l YS I S SHEET 
11£11 Ci~ FUlle T I 011 rf.GE OTV ELE£TRICAL INTERFACE ON ORBI1ER 
·.EF • 
NO. 
PR~JECT ISYSTEH . 1195 OTV--GROUND SERVICING ~~O • 
ACTIVITY HON ITOR OTV & LOADING OF NO. FLUIDS ON OTV 
DESeRI FT I O!I/SP£C I F I r.AT I ONIDES I GI; 
I CF I 
25.0 
AN ELECTRICAL INTERFACe SIHILAR TO THE FLUID INTERFACE WOULD BE 
REQUIRED TO OPERATE FUEL LOADING SYSTEH , HONITOR HEALTH' STATUS 
OF OTV. 
DDT&E 1.."" TFU 
TOTAL HASS (KG) . ~O.O 
STRUCTURAL HASS (KG) 0.263 20.0 O. 1~3 
HECHANISI1S HASS (KG) G.385 10.0 0.222 
ELECTRI.CAL/PD HASS (KG) 
ELECTRONIC HASS (KG) 1.456 20.0 0.299 
REQUIRED QUANTITY • I 
COI1!1ENTS (DDHE OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) 





COST AN~.lYSIS SHEET 
ITE" ~~ FUIlCTIOti r;'i:E I ,.-_r I 
OTV C~TRDl , "ONITOR STATION ON ORBITER 
-.EF. 
110. 
PROJHT ISYSTEM . \,:as 
OTV--GROUND SERVICING ~::) . 
ACTIVITY 5.0, 6.0 
"ONITOR.HEALTH ,·STATUS OF OTV NO. 
OESCRI FT I C:USPiC I F I CAT I ON/OHI Ch 
RETRIEVAL Or- OTV , STOWAGE IN PAYLOAD BAY 
PRIOR TO RETURN TO EARTH WILL REQUIRE THIS 
SERVICE. OTV SERVICE PANEL WILL BE IN 
Afi FL I GHT DECK. 
DDT&E $-" TFU 
--
TOTAL !lASS (KG) . 1000 
STRU~TURAL MSS (KG) 3.586 900 2.970 
"ECHAN I StlS /lASS (KG) 
ELECTRI.tALlPD /lASS (KG) 
• 
ELECTRONIC !'\ASS (KG) 1.016 200 1.110 
REQUIRED QUANTITY • I 
COII.'1ENT S (DDHE OR TECHtlOLOGY STATUS) 




COST AN.A.lYSIS SHEET 
Inti O~ FUII,TIOII r':'GE 
OTV COlilROL , IIONITOR STATION ON SOC 
(SOFTWARE AND ITS STORAGE ONLY) -.n. 110. 
PR:)JEtTiSYSTEH . 1:115 
OTV--SDt SERVICING "::) . 
AClI VITY NO. 
SERVICING' C/O OF OTV 
OESCRlfll C:USP£C 'F ItAli ON/DES I GN 
CONTROl. STATIOi , COIIPUTEIlS WOULD BE STANDARD 
EQUIPKENT ON ~OARD. BUT DEDICATED OTV !EIlVICtNG 
SOFTWARE WOULD BE REQUIIlED. 
TOTAL PlASS (KG) 10 
STRutTURAL PlASS (KG) . 
"ECHANI StlS PlASS (KG) 
ELCCTRI,CAL/PD PlASS (KG) 
ELECTROlllC PlASS (KG) 
• REQUIRED QUANTITY 
, 





I ,.-.r 1 











ORIGfP:i,~ ;" ''',' ~-' 
OF p\.X1i~ ~ .. : '"' • 1\ 
COST A~AL YS I S SHEET 
Ill" O~ '~N'TIO~ r~~t 
EXTENDAILE NQN-'ROPULSIVE 100M rn . 
.. ~, 
'II.:)J[ (TI S. S nl< \:D5 OTV-SOC SEIIVICING .. , 
" . 
Iltl h'l IY NO. PUII.GING , VENTING OTV 
DlSeR I FI I C:II ~P(( If I r,IlT I ON 'or s I'~ 
100M REQUIRED TO AVOID CDNTAMIN~NTS 
FliCK 'UIIGE GASES. SH ATTACHMENT. 
DOHE 1..:..! 
TOTAL /lASS (~G) '1 
sn,u=TUII_l /lAst (KG) 0.263 Z9 
"ECKANI SM5 "',55 (kG) 0.655 tQ 
ELECTRICAL/PD ",s~ (KG) 
llltTll~NIC KA.S (KG) 0.01' I 
. 
IIEQ~IIIEO QUANTITY I 


















CRT":':' '- ~- ,'" . , 
OF Pl',,1i -';,I"L II 'i 
PAGE 
-~ ..,.-,-r··-" . . 
" . 
2 of 2 
AD eapullion IYlt .. for pur,1 , vlnt of OTV l~plndibl.1 tank."-
Fiaur. 1. An expul.ion .rw l ext.ndibl. frOlll. the •• "lce fiJtt~T'. to 
tranl.it overboard .a, ••• CVAY fro. the soc to .iniai •• or prevent 
cont •• ination. 
Filure 2. Aft non-reactive jet to .ini.i.1 Or prevent r •• ctioD 
force •••• inlt the SOC ••••• bly. 
Out board endl of fre.-flo.tin, Ihuttle ab.orb .11 re.ction 
Coree •• uch th.t tho input orificl ... ter the flow of , •••••• 
To center the .huttle .t • loc.tion re.ultina in • balanc.d 
r •• c:tioa. 
1 "1 
, 
COST ANALYSIS SHEET 




rR:lJ£tTlSYSTf" WIS OTV--SOC SERVICING 
':0. 
ACTI\'ITY NO. RESUPPLYING CONSUKAILES 5.0 , 1).0 
DESCRIPlI C:IIS·U I F I tAT I DNIDU "I; 
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR CONCEPT. UM8LlCAL ARM WOULD IE 
STANDARD EQUIPMENT ~ FLIGNT ,SUPPORT FACILITY, IUT 
DOES NOT NORMALLY INCLUDE CRYOGENIC DISCONNECT. 
!ill!. l.:...! RECURRING 
TOTAL ""55 (Il10) . 5J~ 
STRUCTURAL MASS (Il10) O. /t77 180 0.500 
MECHAHISMS MASS (KG) 3.769 i80 6.61' 
ELECn I.CALlI'D MASS (KG) 
ELECTRON I C MASS (Il10 ) 0,372 ~O 0.810 
• Z LOZ ' LHZ REQalRED Q~ANTITY 
CO""£NTS (DDT,E OR TEC~NOLOGY STATUS) 
$/t.618 $7.9Z9 
COSTS OF lOZ , lHZ DISCONNECTS ARE ONLY RELATIVE 
IN THIS ITEM. 
INPUTS THAT ARE REQUIRED 
Ctl\·ltrI.CTO~S 
ORIG:i\hL I":.~: : .' . 
• OF POOR QUt.~iW 
0-10 
FlI«:TIQ'i 
ITCM· S.O Mate OTV lIIIIbilicals ATTAOf'ENT 







Four umbilical set. CD the service fiature between the pida rails 
aDdtbe FSF corner • 
.:.. ~ 
... -". 
The La umbilical in the storage deck area, the lox umbilical aDd 
the GN2 acll aod he umbilicals in the tankage area are fiaed in location to mate with the OTV at the .ervicing station. They extend fro. inside 
the FSF approximately 1 meter to en,a,e the OTV. 
The fluid umb1lical. are serviced by flexible hoses. 
The FSF contain. distribution/manifoldinl linea with .alving aod 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q~t,l.riY 
'--;-,..-.,-, -
COST ANAL YSI S SHEET 
ITEK 0;\ FU'4CTIOli rAGE 1 Cr" 3 




COKKSAT--ORBITER SERVICING ~:~ . 
ACTI\,ITY NO. It.O , IIt.O CHECK OUT COKKSAT s OTV 5.0 , 15.0 
D£StRIFT I O:I/SP£C I f I tAT I ON/DHI GJoi 
SEE ATTACHKENTS FOR CONCEPT. ONLY ELECTRICAL 
CDNNECTIONS--ND FUEL. . 
~ $-ii !fU 
TOTAL KASS (KG) , 120 
STRUCTURAL KASS (KG) 0.263 . 20 0.1"3 
HECHAHISKS KASS (KG) 1.321 :ao 0.869 
ELECTR I,CAL/PD /lASS (KG) 
ELECTRONIC KASS (KG) 0.372 ~O 0 • .\15 
REQ~IRED QUANTITY • 1 







FLtCTICIt 4.0 Kate Oabilical • 5.0 Chack-ouC 
ITEM Coaaat 
Fr_ Orl>itu 
SUB..ECT14.chod ll .. cription 
o RMS locka on to uabilical. 
o RMS CODn.cta umbilical to SPF. 
o Ch.ck-out of comaat functiona. 
.. 
OR1GH'J,;l F:~C:~ ;:3 
OF POOR QU"ln Y 
- .. 
AlTAOt£N1' 
PAGE 1. of 3 
14.0 Kate uabi1ica1 • 15.0 Check-out 
OTV 
FrOli Orbiter 
SlIS.£CT Method Ducription 
OTV . 
UMa/UCAL.. 
o RMS pick ..... p umbilical & connoctl ..... to OT\· 
o .11 OTV .y.tlm. chocked-out 
..." .-, '-.,.'. ~ " .... , - - ! .... l'fu"-\ ...... -•• , ......... -.-
OF POOR QUAlI fY 
, 
ATTAQt£HT 
p~ 3 or 3 
. - - ",,"",.--~~ . .,.~ .... ~ __ ._" __ " ..... ~~' __ •• _" 7 ___ .... _~ .... _-:---_-T~,...,.". __ ~:-~ 
ORIGINAL FAG:: U 
OF POOR QUALIrV 
COST ANAL YS I S SHEET 
11£1\ O~ FUlltTlON r;'GE 
CDI1IISAT'CONTROL ~ IIOHITOR STATION 
',EF. 
I/O. 
PROJECT ISY'STEH . WBS COHMSAT--ORBITER SERVICING !:o. 
AtTI\,ITY 
C/O OF COHMSAT ~ OTV NO. 
DEStRI iT I elI/SPit I F I tAT I ON/DES I GN 
CHECKOUT OF COHMSAT , OTV WOULD BE CONTROLLED AND 
"ONITOREO FRO" STATION IN AF1 FLIGHT DECK. 
1 CF 1 
5.0 THROUGH 8.0 
15.0 , 18.0 
DDnE $ - " IE!!. 
TOTAL HASS (KG) , 1000 
STRUCTURAL HASS (KG) 1.169 . 8QO 0.792 
"ECHAN I SHS HASS (KG) 
ELECTRI,CAL/PD HASS (KG) 
ELECTRONIC HASS (KG) 1.076 Zgg 1.346 
• REQUIRED QUANTITY I 






COST ANAL YS IS SHEET 
• TEll G~ FUll'" 0'1 r;'GE I CF 3 




was COI1HSAT -soc SERV. C IIIG 
'::» • 
ACTa V. TY NO. CIO COHHSAT , DEPLOY APPENDAGES 6.0 THROUGH 9.0 
DESCR. FT. O!I/SPiC IF' CAT. aNI DES I GN 
ELECTRICAL UMBLICAL ONLY. INTERFACE IlUST B.E THROUGH' 
END PORT OF SERVICE HODU~E NO. ~. 
DDT&E $ • i1 TFU 
TOTAL /lASS (KG) . 25 
STRUCTURAL MASS (KG) 0.091 . 5 0.0"" 
KECHANI SIIS /lASS (KG) 0.385 '9 0.222 
ELECTRI.CAL/PD /lASS (KG) 
ELECTRONIC /lASS (KG) 0.109 B2 0.075 
REQUIRED QUANTITY • 
COIIMENTS (DDT&£ OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) 
$0.585 $0.3"1 
INTERFACE CONNECTION SIHILAR TO THAT ON DOCKING HODULE OF ORBITER. 
SEE ATTACHED SKETCHES. 
C£I\' slf ~CiORS 
. 
.... -' - t ~. -. . . ," ; .... 
. OR\u~\\.r· ... ! t .. " •• _ ... .1 
OF POCR I;.J;._ot , 
2.0 Thru S.O llanauver • llate to soc 
COIUat 
Fram Orbi tar to soc 
SUB..ECT Method Delcription 
o RHS activlted lockl on to cam.at. 
o PIDA device. releal. com.at. 
PAGE 2 of 3 
/llfODULE Nl! 2 
ORtG!f~r_l p;:.~:::: ~:J 
OF rOaR QlJALr.-V 
o RHS tran.late camlat towards .ervice fixture. 
o RHS Itabilize. cam.at while service fixture manipulator i. activated 
and lock. on to lame. 
o RHS reIe •••• com.at & return. co orbiter. 
o llanipulator tran.fer. com.at to end ducking port. 
o Manipulator p"lrforma berth~n& operation. 




,~~_.T'_'._ .. ~-__ -~"--~'~.,-__ ",.,""","'''',~,~_",:o;~~~.~. _'~'I ....... r· -._-_, .. , "".'~'~' ...... -...,., .. , - ....... ,~.;~ ••~.-.. ;.,-... ""P ... - ... , 
-
FLH:TJOO (8.0> Separnioa 
ITEM on Con ATTAOt£NT 
~.:.:::.!-- HOTV/OTV 3 ef 3 
N/A PAGE 







REMOTE ACTUATED INTERFACE CONNECTORS CONCEPTS 
Three type. of machanilms are required to I.parate tha crev modula froa 
the aviopicl/propul.ion module. The firlt type il a .ae of lolenoid 
operated laeches similar to tho •• utilized in dockiftl mechanilml. Their 
main function i. to .. int.in a Itructural connection betveen the crew 
module and the cor.~ The ocher tvo type I are functionally .i.ilar in 
that each con.i.t. of • motorized actuator drivia& lem' .crevi to which 
attached i. a plateen that .upport. the electrical or fluid conn~ction. 
a. illultrated above. th •• e active halve. of the interlacee viII be 
located on ehe crev module .ide. The other halve •• on the avionici/ 
propullion core module viii be pal.ive device. tha, ae,ep'l tha 
illultra'ed pla"enl. Appropriate auidel and alianment pinl viii be 
incorpora'ed into the plattenl. 
11-18 
_...,...,...., __ ·1~ __ ~-..,.._ ....... "'". -, ~w~.· __ .~, -,.."'!."' ..... --., .~q,,"' _ ......... ~ .. -_ .... , -.• .., ........ ~-..., "'","'" _K .... " i1,.,. ' .... ,"'., ... , ........ ..".,,"' • .. ;: .... " . ''''1 
COST ANALYSIS SHEET 
ITtIl O~ FUllcrlON r;'CE 1 CF 1 
COMSAT "CONTROL' HOIIITOR STATION ON SOC 
-.n. (SOFTWARE' ITS STG~AGE ONLY) ~O. 
PROJECT ISYSTEII . \.I9S 
COMSAT--SOC SERVICING ':0. 
ACTI\'ITY NO. 6.0 THROUGH 9.0 
C/O , DEPLOYHENT OF APPENDAGES , 19.0 
DESCRlfT IO:USP£CIF I c .. r ION/DES' GN 
crHTROL STATION' COMPUTERS WOU'~ BE STANDARD 
FQUIPHENT ON BOARD SOC, BUT DEDICATED COMSAT 
CHECKOUT SOFTWARE WOULD BE REQ~IRED. 
TOTAL tlASS (KG) . 10 
STRUCTURAL tlASS (KG) 
"EtHAN I SIIS tlASS (KG) 
ELEtTRI.CAL/PD /lASS (KG) 
ELECTRONIC tlASS (KG) 
• 1 REQUIRED QUANTITY . 





CR!Gi&~;.L r.~. ' 
OF POOR Q,;, . .. 
. 
r.t 11; .... - I" ORiGliit:.l ,'., ",c. ... 
OF POOR QU;"U-'-~ 
COST AN.A.LYS! 5 SHEET 




PROJHT ISySTtl\ \las 
SPF--OR8ITER SERVICING "0. 
AtTl~ITY NO. 
KATE UM81LICAL 
ChtRI Fli C:USHt IF I tAT ION/DE~1 Gli 
SEE ATTACH~NT--ELECTRICAL CQNNECTIOKS ONLY. 
~ $ - II TFU 
TOTAL KASS (1«0) . 129 
STRU:TUML /lASS iKC) 0.263 
..lll 0.1"3 
KECHAN I SI'.s /\ASS (KG) 1.321 59 0.869 
ELECTRI.tAL/PD !lASS (KG) 
ELECTRON I C /\ASS (1«0) 0.372 • 50 0.2!)3 
• I REQUIRED QUANTITY 
COMENTS (DOr'E OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) 
$1.956 $1.305 




3.0 Berth , 4.0 Hate Umbilical 
Space troc ••• in, Facility 
FrOID Orbiter 
SUBJECT Hathod o..cription 
p lerth SPF to HPA via IKS. 
o IKS lock. on to umbilical. 
o IKS connect. umbilical to SPF. 
1>-21 
ATTAOt£NT 
2 of 2 
~ t - -.- : . I ORIGiN.L ., .• ;. 
OF POC.;l Q J; '.; . i 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
COST ANALYS I S SHEET 
ITEI1 Ci~ FUNCTION P;'GE 
SPECIAL -PURPOSE END EFFECTOR (SPE~) ItEF. 
liD. 
PROJ£CT/srsTEK . was SPF--OR8ITER SERVICING NO. 
ACTI 1:1 Tr 
1 CF 2 
DEPLOY, STOW EXPERIMENT CANISTERS WO. i7.0 , 1,.0 
DESCRlflIO:USHC IF I tAT 10N/OtSI Gli 
SPECIAL-PURPOSE END EFFECTOR NEEDED TO EXTRACT' STOW 
EXPERIMENT CA.~ISTER AS SHOWN'ON' ATTACHED SKETCH. 
DDnE $-ii TFU 
TOTAL /lASS (KG) . 35 
'-
STRUCTURAL /lASS (KG) 0.351 15 0.1"2 
MECHANI SIIS /lASS (KG) D.758 18 0."0" 
ELEtTR I.CALIPO /\ASS (KG) 
-
ELECTRONIC /\ASS (KG) 0.23" 2 0.036 
REQalRED QUANTITY • 1 
CO/\.''\ENTS (OOT&E OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) 
$1.3"3 $0.582 
SPEE IS SIMILAR IN SIZE, WEIGHT, , COMPLEXITY TO STANDARD 





























3.0 lartb • 4.0 Kata UDbilical 
Spec, ProcaaaiD, Facilit} 
FrOli Orbitar 
SUBJECTMathod o.aeriptioa 
ORIGINAL p;,.:;;: IS 





o lartb IPF to HPA wi. IKS. 
o RKS locka OD tbe uabilieal. 




2 of 2 
COST ANALYSIS SHEET 
ITL" O~ FUHtTIOl4 rAGE I 1:1 2. 
~DULE , CANISTER STORAGE' RETRIEVAL 
·,EF. 
110. 
PII:lJECT ISYSTEtI Io'8S SPF--ORIITER SERVICING 
'10. 
ACTI\,ITY NO. DEPLOY' STOW EXPERIMENT CANISTERS 17.0 , 1'.0 
DE SCI\! FT I C:USPEC I;: I CAT ION/DES I GN 
STORAGE ~DUlE COULD BE A CRADLE WITH CAVITIES FOil STORING EXPERIMENT 
CANISTERS. SEE SKETCH. . 
DDT&E S·ii !D!. 
TOTAL MASS (Kl:) , 16~~ 
STIIU:TUMl IlASS (KG) 1.767 1~97 1.314 
"ECHANI SM5 /lASS (KG) 1.65' 68 1.128 
ELECTR I,CAL/PO MASS (IlG) 
ELEeTIION It /lASS (Kl:) 2.'1' 68 0.8"5 
• I REQ~IIIED QUANTITY 
COII.'\ENTS (DonE OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) 
$6.3"5 $3.321 
ORIGINAL p;'GE 'S 








17.0 thru 19.0 CaDftiltlr Chanllout 
Spaci 'rocillial Facility 
Fro. Orbiter 
SUBJECTKethod o.lcription 
o IHS lock. on to ~.Id SPF caai.tlr. 
o RKS trlallat.1 canilter to orbitlr bay. 
o Cani.tar in.terted into etora,. unit. 
o IHS remove. nev .. cerial, cani.tar. 
o Clniator inlortld into empty SPF orific. 
ATTACH£NT 
PAGE 2 of 2 
o aHS lock. on to next u •• d cani.ter •• bove procedure rep •• ted until 




QRIGINAL Pf.GE !S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
COST ANALYSIS SHEET 
ITEM G~ FUIICTI ON rAGE 
SPF CONTROL' MONITOR STATION .. p.EF. 
1j0. 
PROJ[tT {SYSTEM . WBS SPF--ORBITER SERVICING ~:o . 
ACTIVITY NO. 5.0. CHECK OUT SPF 21.0 
DES:RI FT I all/SPEC I F ICATI ON/DES I GN 
CHECKOUT OF SPF WOULD BE CONTROLLED FROM 
STATION IN AFT FLIGHT DECK. . 
~ $-" 
TOTAL MASS (KG) . 1000 
STRUCTURAL /lASS (KG) 3.587 800 
MECHANI SIIS /lASS (KG) 
ELECTRI.CAL/PD MASS (KG) 
ELECTRONIC MASS (KG) 8.487 200 
REQ~IRED QUANTITY • I 













CO~T ANALYSIS SHEET 
ITt" o~ FUtltT 1011 rJ..E I CF I 
SPF CONTROL' MONITOR STATION ON SOC p.EF. (SOFTWARE , ITS STORAGE ONLY) 1j0. 
PR!lJEtT/SYSTE" . was SPF--SOC SERVICING !l~. 
ACTIVITY NO. CHECKOUT' SERVICING OF SPF 
DUtRI FT I O!/ISPEC I F I CAT I ON/O£S I Gli 
CONTROL STATION' COMPUTERS WOU~D BE STANDARD EQUIPMENT ON BOARD SOt. 
ONLY DEDICATED SPF SOFTWARE WOULD BE HEEDED. . 
OR1G1Nft'- t.-' . . ~~ i'·: 
OF POOl(. Q ~J:,:.n y 
TOTAL MASS (KG) . 10 
STP.U~TURAL MASS (KG) 
"£CHAN I SIIS MASS (KG) 
ELECTRI.tAL/PD MASS (KG) 
ELECTRON I C MASS (KG) 
• REQUIRED QUANTITY 






COST ANAL YS I S SHEET . 
I TE" o~ fUIIC TI ON r~GE I CF 2 
SPECIAL'PURPOSE END EFFECTOR (SPEE) 
·.EF • 
110. 
PROJ£CTlSYSTf" . lias 
SPF--SOC SERVICING t:~ . 
ACTIVITY NO. 
OErLOY , STOW EXPERIMENT CANISTERS II .0 THROUGH IS • 0 
OEseR I FT I C:IISPH I f I CAT I ONIDES I GN 
SEE ATTACHED SKETCH. . 
DDnE $ ... if !!!!. 
TOTAL MASS (KG)' 35 
STRUCTURAL MASS (KG) 0.351 15 0.142 
HECHANI SHS PlASS (KG) 0.758 18 0.40lt 
ELECTRICAL/PO MASS (KG) 
ELECTRON It MASS (KG) 0.234 Z 0.036 
REQUIRED QUANTITY • I 
CO"'''ENTS (DDTCE OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) 
$1. 343 $0.582 
SPEE SIMILAR IN SIZE, WEIGHT' CO"PLEXITY TO STANDARD GRAPPLE 
END EFFECTOR. 
t[R's/f~CTOItS 
ORIGIW!.. F.·.~:: i:' 
. OF POO.{ QC!(,LlTY 
D-Z8 
.-. 
FLtCTION 11.0 thru 15.0 Chan,e-out it ... 
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o Manipulator tran.fer •• tora,e unit from it •• towed location (i.e • 
• par. dockin& port or re.upply Dy orDiterl & berth •• ama to .ervic. 
fixture. end dockin, port. 
o Manipulator lock. on to u.ed caniate. & tran.fe ••• ama to .tora,. unit. 
o A new canister i. removed from the .tora,e unit' placid into the 
empty SPF orifi:. 
o Manipulator remov •• 2nd u •• d cani.ter. rlp •• tini procedure until .11 
cani.ta.s have b.en exchansed. 
o SPF .y.tem. check out. 
o Manipulator exchang •• consumAble. with EVA ••• ilt. 
Q:!1~~JQ[ f~"::'. !.; 




COST ANALYS I S SHEET 
IT£/\ O~ FUlltTIOl< r;'GE I CF 2 
IIODULE & CANISTER STORAGE, RETRIEVAL SYSTEII P.EF. 
liD. 
PR:lJECT / SYSTE/\ . I.'8S SPF--$OC SERVICING !I:l • 
ACTI\,ITY NO. DEPLOY' STOW EXPERIIIENT CANISTERS 11.0 THROUGH 15.0 
OEseRI FT 10:IISP.CIOI tAT! ON/OESI GN 
1I00UlE COULD BE A CRADLE, BUT.WITH BERTHING PORTS ON 80TH 
ENDS AS SEEN IN ATTACKED SKETCH. 
~ $-ii RECURRING 
. 
TOTAL IlASS (KG) . J§31 
STRUCTURAL KASS (KG) 6.117 I~~Z 10.016 
"ECHAN 1 SIIS IlASS (KG) 1.65~ &8 2.030 
ELtCTIUCAl/PO IlASS (KG) 
ELECTRONIC IlASS (KG) 2.~19 U 1.520 
• 2 REQ~IRED QUANTITY 
COM.'1ENTS (DDT'[ OR TECHNOLO~Y STATUS) 
$IO.6~5 $13.566 
OtllGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 









FLtCTIOO 11.0 thru 15.0 Chanae-out item. 
~I~TEM~~ ___ Space Proce •• ina Facility 
r£IliJD by SOC 







PAGE 2 of 2 
o Manipulator transfer •• torage unit from it •• towed location (i.e • 
• pare dockini port or resupply by orbiter) & berth. lame to aervice 
fixtures end docking port. 
o Manipulator locks on to used cani.ter & tran.fer. lame to storaae 
unit. 
o A new canister is removed from the .torale unit 6 placed into the 
emply SPF orific. 
o Manipulator removes 2nd u6ed caniater, repeating procedure until 
all canisters have been etihanged. 
o SPF systems cbeck out. 
o Manipulator exchanicI c~ •• umablc. with EVA a •• i.t. 
0-31 
O .... ·~~f·,.,· f,,\..··· "'" ... ~ ".) 
,. , ... , ,-,. 
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